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SUMMARY--EAST CACHE PROJECT

LOCATION:

Eastern Cache Valley in southeastern Idaho and northern
utah, Bear River Basin.

PLAN OF DEVELOFMENT
The existing Glendale Reservoir on Worm Creek would be enlarged
from its present capacity of 5,8co acre-feet to 23,000 acre-feet.
Water would be brought to the reservoir from Cub River through an
enlargement of the Cub-Worm Canal and from ~!ink Creek through the
existing Miclr Creek Canal. The East Cache Canal would be constructed from the reservoir south 27 miles to Smithfield to distribute project water for irrigation. Through water exchanges
same lands above the canal would be irrigated, and Lewiston and
other communities would be provided additional municipal water.
ANNrAL WATER SUPPLY (acre -feet)

14,500
1,000
15,500

Irrigation
Municipal
Total
IRRIGP..TED AREA (acres)

Supplemental service land
Full service land
Total

11,110
2,440
13,550

Federal works
Construction costs
Annual operation, maintenance,
and replacement costs
Non-Federal works
Construction costs
Annual operation, maintenance,
and replacement costs
BENEFIT-COST RATIO
1.8 to 1

$6,098,200
15,300
132,000
3,800

sm~.ARY

(Continued)

COST ALLOCATIOl'S lND REPAYMENT (Federal works)
Cost
allocation

Source of payment
MuniciNonreimIrrigators 1 /
pa1itiesg! bursable

Construction costs
$4,192,000
$5,361,000 $1,175,000
Irrigation
$481,000
481,000
Municipal
250,000
250,000
Flood control
481,000 4,'442,000
6, 093, GOO 1,115,000
Total
Annual o~e rat ion,
ms.inte n3,nc~ ,
and replacement
costs
15,300
14,000
1,300
1/ Irrigation payment in 50 years without interest.
Costs allocated to muni cipal water would be repaid in 50
years or less with interest at 2.5 percenta
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t; ~·. ITED srATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREA U OF RECLAlv~TION

Region 4
Post Office Box 360
Salt Lake City 10, Utah
March 29, 1956

.

Conmissioner
:

ject:

Regional Director
Report on East Cache Project, Idaho and Utah

1. This report summarizes the results of investigations of the
DD1We1lI"ial East Cache project by Region 4, Bureau of Reclamation. The
ject would consist primarily of a reservoir and canal development to
needs for wa.ter in eastern Cache Valley in southwestern Idaho and
hern Utah. Approximately 15,500 acre-feet of water would be made
.wt~_ble annually for supplemental irrigation of 11,110 acres now withadequate water, full irrigation of 2,440 acres presently dry, and for
eipal use in towns that have outgrown their water supplies.

2. Authority to make the report and supporting investigation is
¥1ded in the Federal reclamation laws (Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat.
J and acts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto).
Reports of
Rational Park Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, Public Health
ce, and Corps of Engineers on the recreational, fish and wildlife,
lie health, and flood control aspects of the project are appended.

3. In addition to the reports mentioned in paragraph 2, data and
ices furnished by the Geological Survey, Weather Bureau, Utah State
ege, Utah Power and Light Company, and several municipalities and
~tion organizations in the project area were utilized in the investiona. Funds contributed by the State of Utah were used in early
88 of the investigations.
General Description of Area

4•. The project area is in the eastern portion of Cache Valley.
QlpassLng 50 square miles, it extends from Preston, Idaho, south 30
• ~ Logan, Utah. Elevations in the area range from 4,500 to 5,000
a ve sea level. Immediately east of the area is the Bear River
e of the Wasatch Mountains rising to elevations of 9,000 to 10,000
;,.West of the area are Bear River and the central lowlands of Cache

riliPORT OF THl!. It3GIONAL DIRE,C1'OR

this semiarid area, , .~ntensi,:,e ~gri~ultural. ope~ations are
. th irrigation. v~1thout l.rrl.gat1on, agrlcul1::,ural enter~~ted largely to production of cereal crops, mainly wheat
is res ~lrigation increases crop yields greatly and makes possible
le1·. r of a variety of crops, including forage crops which p!'o..
. . t les
.
.
duct 10n
f r dairy farming and f or s t oc krals1ng
ac t lVl
Ut 1. l'1Zl.ng
• base ~lands for grazing~ Irrigation thus intensifies and broadeat ra~cultura' enterprise and contributes enormously to the economy
be agrl.
....
In

onli

6

ost of the water used for irrigation is obtained from several
·Il~wing from the mountai~s east of the area. The.largest streams,
- ir a~"erage annual flows ln acre-feet, are Logan R1ver (170,000),
th
er:ek
(75,000), and Cub River (60,~OO). These streams sup~lY,water
jacent areas as well as to the proJect area. Worm Creek, lV.ap.l.e
High Creek, City Creek , Summit Creek, and other st::eams a:- e ~~ch
About three-fifths cf the streamflow occurs durlng Aprll, May,
~. Water divert ed from these mountain streams is used ~ n land.s
ping from the mountains to Bear River in the central pa,rt of t ne valBear River, which enters Cache Valley through a canyon on the northand leaves through another canyon on the west, is by far the largest
alMa. in the valley. At the point wher'e it leaves the valley, Bear River
average annual flow of about a million acre-feet. This stream can
Wzed in the project area only by pumping, however, and furnishes
to a comparatively small part of the area situated within the range
nomical pump lifts.

_

_ ll""1!S.-lIII

:r

7. Some 20,000 years ago Cache Valley was a bay cf old Lake
ville which covered an area now within southeastern Idaho, eastern
~~a, and the western half of Utah.
Most Cache Valley soil materials
at of clay, silt, sand, and gravel carried into the lake by streams
,,* from. the surrounding mountains and deposited in layers and pockClay and clay-loam soils predominate in the central lowlands of the
T. In some lowland areas, however, these fine soils are covered by
loam and sandy soils deposited in broad lake bars. Materials deposon the valley slopes and benches are mainly sand and gravel, covered
l.,er of silt-loam soil. In numerous localities, the lake-laid
1ale on the valley slopes and benches have been covered by alluvial
deposited by the mountain streams following recession of the old
& ........

8. The topography of' the valley is generally smooth, except where
01 the larger streams flowing from the mountains have become deeply
nched in the materials forming the valley slopes and benches. Ground
"~.~el vary from nearly flat to gently and moderately sloping on the

• and along the valley sides •

.rirHH,~9. Because of the

many differences in the soil material deposits,

l::t~r levels are variable. Over the central lowlands, the grounde generally is 1 to 5 feet ,below greund surface. The sandy
2
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thou~h elevated 40 to 60 feet above the lowlands, also
areas, al
<:>
(
,
have f3irly high water tables 3 to 5 feet below the surface)
r derlying layers of cl~. On the valley slopes and benches
°t ungenerallY lies 30 to 150 feet or more below ground surface.
~.ftMWD.a ersmall areas, however) ground water on the valley slopes lies
oU~t.e surface. An artesian basin underlies an area of lowlands
near v~ley slopes between Logan and Richmond, Utah. This basin is
~er
source of water for irrigation and other purposes but aggra...... ~-::~ge difficulties on some of the lands in the area.,

The f r ost-free period varies co.n~iderably in different lo~ali
nging from an average of 117 days l.n the central, open sectl ons
er:alley to 159 days on th~ b~nches nea~ ~he mountains. Tempe:aare generally mo derate . Ma.TI1Ilum and IIU11l.InUIn temperature s of J_08° F.
-32~F have been recorded, but temperatures approach these ext r emes
y • The average annual precipitation is about 16.4 inches over
entire pro j ect area " Average precipitation during the M.ay-Sept ember
season ranges from 5-1/4 inches to 6 inches.
1IK'1"....0U6
10.

rarei

U.

Permanent settlement of Cache Valley began in 1860 as an outThe present
~~~tion of the valley (Franklin County, Idaho, and Cache County, Utah)
ut 43 ~ 400 based on the 1950 census. The population of that portion
~ley directly affected by the East Cache project is about 30,000.
ree largest towns in the valley--Logan, Utah (16,832), Preston,
(4,045), and Smithfield, Utah (2,383)--are within this area. Other
in the project area with populations of more than 1,000 are
aton (l ~ 533) and Richmond (1,091), both in Utah.
b of the earlier (1847) colonization of Salt Lake City.

12. The economy of the project area is based mainly on agriculture
provides direct support for 31 percent of the population. Manufac~~~~J consisting mainly of processing of agricultural products, supS percent. The largest plants processing agricultural products
e two beet-sugar factories (Whitney, Idaho, and Lewiston~ Utah),
getable canneries (Franklin, Idaho, and Smithfield, Ut ah), two
condenseries (Richmond and Logan, Utah), and one plant ill~nufactur
cheese, ice cream, butter, and other dairy products (Amalga, Utah).
ous construction activities support 7 percent of the population.
aportation, communications, and utilities support 5 percent. Prac11 all of the remaining population is supported by the usual variety
upp~ and service industries and occupations, which are based mainly
i culture.

13. Wi~h.the exception of townsites and rights-of~way for transpor~.~~~ racil~t~es, practically all of the project area .consists of pri~:ned farml~n~. About f:IJ percent of the farmland is irrigated,
--~.• aed d, and ut~l~zed for production of alfalfa and other hay, grains,
pasture crops, canning crops (peas, beans, and corn), sugar

3
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and specialty crops. About 15 percent of the farmland
, potat~es~gated and subirrigated meadows not adapted to cultivation,
ets of ~r~f dense soils and inadequate drainage. The remaining 25
becaus:sts of dry land. Nearly all of the dry land is cultivated
. .~.~ CO~S~or production of those crops which can be matured without
alt~ize alch as wheat, some alfalfa hay and seed, and barley, with
.~r~~ati~il portion being utilized as pasture.

14

The irrigated farms are generally rather small, averaging only
cres. The most common enterprise on the irrigated lands is a
~i~n of crop farming and dairying. Dairying is the largest s:ur~e
........- inccme and is largely dependent on forage crops grown under rrrl.arm ~ost of the forage crops are fed to the dairy stock on the farms
the crops. Farmers also derive a substantial portion of their
lJIII~"C from sales of cash crops, including grains, canning crops, sugar
fruits and berries, p~tatoes, and specialty crops~ A comparatively
~ers are engaged wholiy in the production of field crops. A few,
the part-time operators of very small farms, are engaged wholly in
.......0#
S'Wle raise beef cattle, utilizing adjacent rangelands for swn&rasing, in addition to carrying on other enterprises. Some operators
igated farms also are engaged in dry farming. The dry farms] being
1e88 productive per acre than the iITigated farms, necessarily are
in order for their operation to be profitable. The average dry
holding contains about 350 acres. Incomes from the dry farms are
eel almost wholly from sales of crops.
•

OIlins

15. Markets in nearby Ogden and Salt Lake City provide ready outtor agricultural products not required for local constUnption. Good
8p)rtation service to these points and others in Idaho and Wyoming
aleo within the project area is provided by the Union Pacific Railand by hard.... surfaced Federal, State, and county highways. Other
services are very good. Electric power supplies are reliable
otherwise adequate. Municipal water systems provide satisfactory
--.....bution of culinary water, but the supplies in some cases are insuf&U~.1f, as explained in paragraphs 19 and 20.

t,

16.

Irrigation water is diverted from the various mountain streams
area and is conveyed to the farms by canal systems owned and operb, appreximately 15 nonprofit mutual iITigation companies organized
IrJIers using the water. For most of the area the annual requirement
1rrigation water, properly distributed over the growing season, is
to 3 acre-feet for each acre iITigated, as measured at heads of main
, canals. The requirement of a small part of the area is only 1.6
..:DI'II.Ir'eet per acre.

~.

To augment the water supplies obtained from natural flows of
t eek , Worm Creek, and Cub River for irrigation of land in the
on ~:1' p:eston, three small reservoirs have been developed by irripanl.es. These are the Glendale, Lamont, and Johnson Reservoirs

4
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·ties of 5,800, 2,500, and 700 acre-feet, res pectively.
active capa~~ is on Worm Creek 4. miles northeast of Preston. Ine
. ,1n th e ~e V1c~n1
. · · ty. 1M
- d 1n
.
R e5ervo~
f t eam reservo~rs
vva t er s t o~e
are of 5 r irs is obtained from Worm Creek and from Cub River by
reserv~o augment the water supplies obtained f rom Cub River for
c~s·the vicinity of Lewiston, a pumping plant has been con. .. " ....... . 1ll irrigation company to lift water from Bear River.
Indi".~·tQ~~~ also pump water from Bear River for a few small farms
to t his stream.
Le~d s

served by the reservoirs and pumping facilities normally
Lands irr igatei from
I.-.~r~~ :r extending from t he vicinity of Logan to Smithfield, al so
~ do not experience substantial shortages. Practically al l
~ ·~~irTig ated lands within the project area have water shor tages of
20 to 50 pei'cent of th eir total demand in years of normal streamSome 14,620 acres of partially irri gated lands have been classified
t able for irrigation and cultivation. These lands have an average
supplemental wat er requirement of 14,300 acre-feet. Dry lands that
I- ."~ table for irrigation and cultivation comprise a total of 3, 650
and have an average a~~ual water requirement of 8,900 acre-feet.

18.

lit tIe or no shortage in water supply.

19.

~ater for most of the municipalities is diverted from natural
and conveyed by pipelines to municipal distr ibution systems. SomE
springs are situated along the mountain front east of the project
Others, such· as those utilized by Logan and Preston, are several
back in mountain canyons. Water for Logan is piped from a spring in
River Canyon 7 miles east of the city. Water for Preston is piped
88 from a spring
in Cub River Canyon. Flows of most of the springs
bstantially larger than the requirements of the municipalities, but
d for irrigation as well as municipal purposes. Consequently, the
upplies now available for most of the municipalities are lL~ted
insufficiencies of the water sources but by water rights.

,..r-AlI6W

b,

20. Water rights of some of the rapidly growing municipalities no
....~~.... meet the requirements, particularly during summers of dry years
the requirements are greater but the available supplies are smaller
usual. Logan, with a population increase of 46 percent between 1940
950, requires the largest quantity of additional water. For its
"tMr~ population Logan has a supplemental water requirement ranging
100 acre-feet in normal years to 800 acre-feet in dry years. For a
-~tion. of 25,000, which is anticipated within about 20 years, Logan
reqU1re a supplemental water supply estimated at 1,500 acre-feet.
~~1~1Q~, Smithfield, River Heights, and other towns require smaller
~~es o~ Supplemental water than Logan, but in proportion to their
lDns ~adequacies in their present supplies are perhaps even more
~~~U8in T~ meet. present requirements and to prnvide reserves for some
POpulat10n, Lewiston, Sm.ithfield, and other towns between
~and Logan require an aggregate supplemental water supply estimated
,
acre-feet.

5
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Federal reclamation project, the Preston Bench project,

21. One to lands wi thin and adjacent to the northern end of the
water ';ect area. The Preston Bench project was constructed in
Cache9f~Oto replace the failing Preston, Riverdale, and ~rink Creek
and 1
nveyed water from Mink Creek to lands on Preston Bench. The
that :own as the Mink Creek Canal, is 15 miles long and includes
f tunnel section. It does not convey water directly to the
fee di~ the old canal, but delivers it to Worm Creek for subsequent
as ion to the mme lands through ditches diverting from that stream.
--· ~-·--to W
orm Creek is made above the Glendale Reservoir.

li

22

Four existing hydroelectric powerpla nts are in the vicini ty of
ject area~ By far the largest is the Utah Power and Light Com0
QOO-kilowat t Cutler plant in the Bear River Canyon outlet of
30
Valiey. A dam. in the canyon creates an effective power head of 123
and providss 17,000 ac re-··feet of stor age ca pacity for ri ver regulaThree snall run-of-the-river pO\'lerplants are on Logan River ~ Data
e four plants are tabulated below.

Stream
Utah Power and Light Company
Logan City
Utah Power and Light Company
State of Utah

Bear River
Logan River
Logan River
Logan River

Installed
capacity
(kilowatts)
30,000
1,400
2,000

450

Need for Development of Water Resources

23. The project area is comparatively rich agriculturally, wi th

or

its land under irrigation, and in many respects is already well
oped. It has, howeyer, some serious problems associated with its
and water. Crop production on most of the land is restricted either
00 little or too much water. Except during the spring when flows are
, streams supplying water for irrigation are too small to meet the
ot the area. Most of the irrigated land suffers water shortages
,ear and Some land remains unirrigated becaus e water is not availOther lands are too wet throughout the growing season because of
ater tables and inadequate drainage. Culinary water supplies are
- .....- .-...- insufficient for growing towns. Flood damages are relatively
, but flood control measures on some of the streams would be bene-

~. Agricultural expansion in the project area virtually ceased
ago .when all available natural streamflows had been put to use. Any
8e In farm production since that t.iIne has resulted from .in:provein farm equipment or from improved farm practic es and technique 5.

6

of the variable and generally inadequate water S I.lPf, .l.~ f...:
Becausethe natural streamflows, crop pro duc t·1.on on t h
· · :l
e ·l.rr.i.gate'
e frt~sfactory. Crop production is lower still on the dry lands
a ~
• uns
. avai la b'~e.
irrigation
water 1.S
Ithough the farm population no longer is increasing, the popureas e substantially after agricultural expansion ceased.
d1d tl.~arm population is rather dense. This is one of the main
8e~ the farms are small in size... Because the farms are small and
~~~ w ~elds are restricted by inadequate water supplies, the farm
p )~ 5ubetandard. The unsatisfactory situation in agriculture is
1lilllaa.'D ar~ n most of the nonagricultural enterprises and incomes as the
. .n.ac1i180Uf1the area is based on agriculture.

• A.

~vc.ter

27

Resources Available for Development

Previous basin-type investigations of the entire Bear River

, ~.u~~. basin showed that new and supplemental water suppljes for east-

Cache Valley could be provided by further development of local water
:,..~mrC:e8 more practicably than by construction of works to utilize more
,..... sources of water. The main water resources available for further
in eastern Cache Valley are the streams flowing from the
~D<UlIO on the east and ground water.
28. Excepting the water in the artesian basin mentioned in para-

9, ground water is not available in sufficient quantity and suitable
t.lon to afford development of any substantial water supplies
The
quantities available can be developed privately. The artesian basin
~ ~~~le~LJ could be developed further.
Years of study and observation,
" 11ftII', would be required to estimate with accuracy the development
Dtlalities of this resource or the full effect that greater drafts cf
would have on the existing artesian supplies. Further development
artesian water probably should proceed on an exper imental basis, with
e, county, and local organizations providing administrative direction.
a program also could include drainage, recl~ation, and controlled
tion of presently waterlogged land overlying or adjacent to the
ian basin. Drainage and reclamation of such lands probably would
,-_..... in an increase in the irrigation water requirement at least equal
e additional supply obtainable through further development of the
!an basin. Thus, although the artesian basin is a potential source
dditional water, it is considered neither a practicable nor sufficient
e for meeting the needs of eastern Cache Valley in general.
0

29.

The base summer flows of the surface streams now are fully
Consequently, develof additional surface water involves storage of surplus flows that
~ing the nonirrigation and spring runoff season. Storage sites
on practically all of the streams but development of most of the
~Uld not be practicable because of high costs.

·~RoI~iated and used during the irrigation season.

7
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Plan of Development
liminary draft of a report on the East Cache project,
• A ~;~ presented a project plan with two separate divisions
one 1 the Glendale and Blacksmith divisions. The Blacksmith
° ::lved diversion of water from Blacksmit~ :ork northward
111 for irrigation and by exchange for muruc~pa.l use at Logan
Los:nognts. The Blacksmith Fork water would have been replaced to
;~ with unused water in the existing Hyrum Reservoir. FollowU&e
tion of the preliminary report to Federal agencies at the field
~~ ·ru·~to State and local interests, a water users' organization partiin the Hyrum projeot took steps to acquire a substantial portion
unsub8cribed water in the Hyrum Reservoir, prC'posing use of the
ough existing works with little or no new construction. Since
t insufficient reservoir water for the Blacksmith division of the
project, plans for the division have been abandoned. The
Glendale division, with such minor modifications as have been found
noW constitutes the entire East Cache project as presented in
....1MI.v,

port.
• Investigation of all means of providing additional water to the
area showed the plan described in this report to be the most
The plan includes enlargement of the Glendale Reservoir on
and the diversion of additional water to the reservoir from
through an enlargement of the Cub-Worm Canal and from Mink
ugh the existing Mink Creek Canal. The East Cache Canal would
octed from the reservoir south 27 miles to Smithfield to convey
ater to 13,550 acres of land, including 2,440 acres that presunirrigated and 11,110 acres that now have a partial water
Through water exchanges some lands above th e canal would receive
water and about 1,000 acre-feet of water annually would be made
to towns in the area. Land drains would be provided where
t o protect project lands.
• The Glendale Reservoir would be enlarged from its present
ot 5,800 acre-feet to a capacity of 23,000 acre-feet. The
would be accomplished by the construction of an earth dam to
ot 130 feet above streambed immediately downstream from the
dam. The enlarged reservoir would include 1,000 acre-feet of
capacity for the protection of fish and for the ~poundment of
''''-- - quantities of sediment that might be deposited in the reservoir.
5,800 acre-feet of active capacity would be reserved for use of
~~~~
1n0n-w hitn:y ~rrigation Company, representing the interest of the
t~e ex~st1ng reservoir, and the remaining 16,200 acre-feet of
paC1ty would be available for the East Cache project for sea:age of flood flows that are now unused. Rel ocation of about
road, a 500-foot section of the Preston municipal water pipeother minor facilities, mainly in the vicinity of the Glendale
, Would be necessary.

_.ant

8
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e 7-mile long Cub-Worm Canal that now has a capacity of 85
uld be enlarged to a capacity of 380 second-feet for the
dditional spring flood flows from Cub River to Worm Creek.
~ra Diversion Dam would be constructed on Cub River at the
C anal. The Mink Creek Canal now has sufficient capacity to
tbei~s present and anticipated project purposes. Under project
its peak loads would not be materially increased but high
C1118 would be diverted over a longer period than at present. The
tl ection of the Worm Creek channel between the terminus of the
and the head of the enlarged reservoir would be improved
carrying capacity for the larger flows diverted from Cub River
Creek and to prevent channel erosion. No improvements would be
in the 1-1/2 - mile section of the creek channel between the terthe Mink Creek Canal and the tenminus of the Cub-Worm Canal.
Th

;0

c:ruu

The East Cache Canal would convey project water to existing
•
canals and ditches. In addition to distributing project
the upper section of the East Cache Canal would perform the funcof some existing conveyance structures a The upper 364 feet of the
euld convey reservoir water to canals of the Preston-Whitney
ma~~~ Company that now head at the reservoir.
The upper 2 miles
alSO convey water for storage in the Lamont and Johnson Reservoir s
noW fed by the Johnson ditch diverting from Worm Creek since a
of the ditch will be inundated by the enlarged Glendale Reservoir.
pacity of the canal would vary from 133 second-feet i.nmediately
the Preston-Whitney turnout to 67 second-feet at its terminus at
Creek.

5. A few of the existing canals and ditches would require enlarge~vement,

or extension for distribution of project water. Some
also would be needed. Any work done on distribution canals
however, would be performed by private irrigation companies
~_y~~~~ water users.
Some 28.3 miles of open drains are planned to protect project
excessive water accumulations. The drains would serve
to intercept ground water or as outlets for farm drains. Present
~lude 8.5 miles of drainage channel in the area between Preston
--.......n, 10.8 miles in the area from the Idaho-Utah boundary south
Creek, and 9 miles between Richmond and Smithfield.
~nst

31.

MUniCipalities could subscribe for water from the East Cache

and negotiate agreements whereby they would release the water to

gators in exchange for the privilege of diverting additional
water into their municipal water systems. Flows of the springs and
. .q,:t..JlI!a of existing pipelines are sufficient to permit such exchanges.
l'ec . exchange agreements, some lands above the East Cache Canal
e~ve project irrigation water.

9
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ly studies for the project were based on flows that

aterhsuP~riod 1929 through 1943 and thus are conservative
tlfer ~ 0ed fnc1uded the critically low water years of 1931, 1934,

per1
1941.

.£.

h the project could be designed on a larger scale in
Alth°U;ater for all of the irrigable lands in the project area
8Uppl~ dry land and 14,620 acres of partially irrigated land),
°ted that the farmers would subscribe for water for only 70
mH~~t~hl-e dry land and 80 percent of the inadequately irrig~te~
otth allowance for minor farm acreages that would not be ~rr~gated
feed lots, lanes, an~ simi~ar areas), the net area ~hat w~uld
with project water 1S est1mated at 13,550 acres, 1ncludlng
~~.~ClUor dry land and ll,:aI..O acres of partially irrigated land. The
tb t would be irrigated in each of the two States would not be
auntil the water subscriptions were made. Prorated in accordthe irrigable area, however, the lands to receive project water
as shown in the following tabulation.
Txpe of irrigation service
Full service
Supplemental service
Total

Area irrigated (acres)
Idaho
Utah
Total

---

---

1,650
790
3.900 7,210
5,550 8,000

2,440
11,110
13,550

annual water requirement for the 13,550 acres would be a.bout
including 5,900 acre-feet for full irrigation and 10,900
for supplemental irrigation. With an additional 1,000 acre-feet
n, Smithfield, and other municipalities between Preston and
the total annual requirement for project water under anticipated
ons would be about 17,800 acre-feet measured at points of delivdoes not include any subscription for municipal water for Logan,
given in the following paragraph.
.~,~-re~!~,

As plar~ed, the reservoir and canal capacities would furnish
The amount of
ually subscribed for irrigation and municipal purposes would be
~~ in definite plan investigations following project authorizaservoir and canal designs then would be adjusted as necessary to
the capacities needed. The adjustments would not have a materon project justifiability. Should subscriptions materialize
land in need of a full or supplemental irrigation supply in the
rea and for 1,000 acre-feet of water for municipal use, a stor~
~'''''oL"y of about 32,000 acre-feet would be required in the Glendale
i~t~ad of the 23,000 acre-feet tentatively planned. Somewhat
pac~t~es also would be necessary in the Mink Creek and East
1nv S. No municipal water for Logan has been included in the plan
estigations have shown that Logan could acquire water at

or anticipated subscriptions of 17,800 acre-feet.

10
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ost from a potential reclamation project in eastern Cache
less ~ Logan River. If Logan should wish to subscribe for East
tOwater at the slightly higher rate, however, such water
j8C oded for in the definite plan investigations. Glendale
POO~d be built large enough and storable flows of Cub River and
COare sufficient to add to the project a municipal supply of at
~ ere-feet annually which is estimated as the city's need for
a
7"" 1 water.
The water would be provided to Logan through the
of agreements and water exchanges as would be required for
8ftIBIlLIUti e s •
With allowances for reservoir evaporation and conveyance losses
oms surplus natural streamflows that would be intercepted by the
I
Canal during May and June, the Glendale Reservoir, enlarged to a
of 23 000 acre-feet, would furnish a firm supply of 1,000 acre111 for municipal use and an average amual supply of 14,500
for irrigation. The irrigation supply in most years would meet
IIlIwallltY"'@ mlent.S under anticipated subscriptions although shortages in
years of subnormal streamflow would result in an average annual
of 2,300 aCre-feet less than the requirement.
About half of the water shortage would occur on about 21 percent
project lands located above the East Cache Canal, which would be
b, exchange. This exchange area includes 340 acres of full irriendce land and 2,660 acres of supplemental service land. Greater
would occur on these higher lands because the lands would
only natural flows from local streams rather than the regulated
provided by the enlarged Glendale Reservoir and the East Cache
!he magnitude and frequency of water shortages for lands served
by the East Cache Canal would not result in severe crop losses
canal and reservoir capacities larger than those planned.
Diversion of water from Cub River for storage in the Glendale
would reduce flood damages along Cub River by an average of
annuall,. according to estimates made by the Corps of Engineers.

5. Construction and operation of the East Cache project in accordth the plan described above would not interfere with established
water of Cub River, Worm Creek, Mink Creek, or any of the other

Cache Valley streams. Only the surplus flows of Cub River and
...,_wOuld be diverted for storage in the enlarged Glendale Reser~rgement of the reservoir would not interfere with present
rights and practices of the Preston-Whitney Irrigation Company
title to the existing reservoir. Natural flows of Worm Creek,
flows presently conveyed to Worm Creek from Cub River and Mink
be passed through the enlarged reservoir in accordance with
rights.

11
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1 pment of the project would slightly deplete the annual
The net depletion, resulting from an estimated
~ed~crease from March through June and a 6,700-acre-foot
00through October, would be 8,800 acre-feet.
This is less
JulY of the average annual flow of Bear River at Cutler Dam.
uld not affect present irrigation practices on Bear River
1IJD
flows would exceed the requirements for such use.

DeV;iO r

r...... ,----....

The decrease in the flow of Bear River during the ~arch-June
th allowance far present spills of surplus flows at Cutler Dam,
in a decrease in water supply for power production at the
nt estimated at an average of 11,600 acre-feet for the
~._eriod
lP~. The July-October increase (6,700 acre-feet) in river
perbe fully usable for power production at the Cutler plant and
partiallY offset the ~rch-June decrease. Inasmuch as water
p'oductlon is more valuable during the July-October low streamthan during the March-June high streamflow period, the effect
project on the Cutler plant would not be significant.
The effect of the project on the water supply for the Bear
Waterfowl Refuge located near the lOOuth of Bear River and
of Cub River below the head of t he Cub-Worm Canal is viewed
by the Bureau of Reclamation and the Fish and Wildlife Service •
. .. w~~u is discussed hereinafter, beginning in paragraph 66.
No
8 of Bear River water would be affected by the project.
__,'r_,..,...."

In the event that the project plan should be adjusted during
Plan investigations to furnish municipal water to Logan~ as
in paragraph 41, the flow exchange involving diversion of addi.ter into the Logan pipeline would decrease the water supply
for the three small hydroelectric plants (Logan Municipal, Utah
Light Company, and Utah state plants) on Logan River. For a
~~'W4"U by Logan for 1,500 acre-feet of project water, the decrease
water supply for the three plant s would be less than threeof one percent.

Project Water Rights
• Rights for storage and use of presently unused flows of Cub
~~uld be
bl the United States in accordance with laws of Idaho and Utah.
exchanges involved in operation of the project are expressly
by Idaho and Utah laws. In cases where project operation
se slight depletions in water supply for existing hydroelectric
IUbordination of the power rights to project rights and operations
required. Subordination of the power rights would be obtained
project water users prior to construction of the project. No
anticipated in obtaining required subordinations since the

Mink Creek, and other streams in the project area

12
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1 nt owners would benefit directly or indirectly from the project.
~rptawater rights would be subordinate to all prior rights on the
J8C our
affected except rights for power.
ter s ces
Project Lands

51

All of the arable land that could receive water from the East
·oject is privately owned. There are no holdings in excess of
:c~s. The results of a recent classification of the lands, based on
~test land classification methods and standards of the Bureau of
lU8 tion are shown in the tabulation below and on the map on page 14.
stantiallY all of the dry lands and a portion of the partially irrited land were classified in detail. A semidetailed classification was
de or the other lands. The class 1 lands shown in the tabulation are
bilhl1 suitable for irrigation farming and are capable of pro ducing sused and relatively high yields of a wide range of crops at reasonable
The class 2 lands have a somewhat lower productive capacity than
•
be class 1 lands and have higher production costs. The class 3 lands
va restricted suitability for irrigation fanning because of more prounced deficiencies than those of the class 2 lands.

Land class

Arable land--East Cache project area
{Unit--acres}
Partially
irrigated
Drl land
land

Total

0

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
&1btota1
Utah
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Subtotal
Total

245
1,460
660
21265

885
3,755
240
4 1 880

1,130
5,215

120
375
620
11115

1,120
5,810
2 1°80
21°10
1:2 1890

1,240
6,185
2" '100
10%125
172 370

3J~80

200

12245

Effect of Pro.iect on Agriculture

52. As a result of the increases in water supply for irrigation and
~ovement of land drainage, crop production and farm income in eastCache Valley would be increased substantially. On lands receiving
lemental irrigation water from the project, the type of farming would
Change greatly although the acreage of alfalfa and row crops probably
""Mbe expanded and the acreage of small grain decreased. On dry lands
..ga", under irrigation, a large shift in crops from small grains to
13
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and roW crops undoubtedly would be made.

Livestock and dairy

alial{~ons would be expanded over the entire project area. Opportunities

oper~ ~1Il settlement would be increased somewhat, and enlargement of farms
for ~ small to provide adequate family living would be made possible.

na-

Project Costs

53
construction costs of the East Cache project works which would
fi~ced by Federal funds are estimated at ~ 6,098,000 on the basis of
Jul 1953 prices. This estimate also is applicable to prices as of
~ber 1955, as these were virtually the same as those of July 1953.
e estimate includes all costs of construction including materials and
pplies engineering, rights-of-way, contingencies, negotiations, overh:ad
past and future investigations. Estimated costs of individual
eat~es of the project are shown in the table on the following page.

and

54. Construction costs of works that would be required in connection
ith the East Cache project but that would be constructed and financed by
oon-federal interests are estimated at ~132,OOO on the basis of July 1953
ices . Such non-Federal costs would be incurred in constructing or
ending a few small irrigation distribution systems, tmproving existing
1~ems, and possibly making minor modifications of municipal water systems . It is asswned that the water users would be able to construct and
r~ce such facilities without Federal participation, and it is believed
t iat they would prefer to do so. In the event, however, that the water
ers are unable to provide any facility that is required for project
operation, the facility would be included with the works constructed with
ederal funds and appropriate adjustments would be made in cost allocations and repayment terms outlined later in this report.
55. Annual operation, maintenance, and replace~ent costs of project
rks that would be constructed with rrederal funds are estimated at
~5 ,300 . The net increase in operation, maint enance, and replacement
costs of ~ he new and improved works that would be constructed with nonFederal funds is estimated at ~3,800. These estimates are based on a
~ong-term price projection at a level of 180 as compared with a level of
100 for 1939. The costs of operation and maintenance included in the
a~e ~stimates are annually occurring costs. Replacement costs, which
occur uregularly at intervals of much more than a year, have been in~u~ed as annual equivalent costs computed on a 2.5-percent Sinking-fund
81S .

Co at Allocations

56

Federal project costs tentatively allocated to different
All costs
e een allocated to the principal purposes of the project (irrigation,

haypo~es of t he pro ject are shown in the table on page 17.
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OFFICIAL
ESTIMATE
DESCRIPTION

Quantity

Unit
Cost

project·
Dote of
Total
Estimate

Construction
Contracts

Labor

:_~e.pj..!'!!l~~~.!2~__ .!L ---- - --SheeLI_of _~ __

Con s1ruct ion
Facilities

Other
Cos1s

Previous
Official
Estimate

INn.IOII . · RECl AMA TION 51.( UT A H

J.6

pply and flood control). No costs have been allocatea
water ~ices' such as recreation, public health, and fish and
seder for each major purpose of the project to bear its
• ~ ~~e cost of the project, the separable costs-remaining beneo f llocating costs was used, with all allocations being limo t;m~ted cost of the cheapest alternative development prot,be es ~
valent benefits.
tions

Cost

Construction
cost

5,3

,000
481,000
250,000
6
000

Annual operation,
maintenance, and
r
acement costs
,000
1,300

co

Comparison of Benefits and Costs
To indicate the degree of economic justifiability of the East
ject, the estimated annual benefits of the project are compared
estimated annual equivalent costs in the table following para• This table shows such comparisons for the entire project and
of the principal purposes served by the project.
No benefit-cost comparison for recreational services is shown
ble as the recreational benefits would be nominal and no costs
allocable to recreation. Similarly no benefit-cost comparisons
and for fish and wildlife are shown although the estimated
losses attributable to slight decreases in power production and
Wildlife values are taken into account. The decreases in fish
e values were estimated by the Fish and Wildlife Service o
alth benefits are not shown as such benefits have not been evalThe estimated annual irrigation benefits include (1) direct
conSisting of increases in funds available for family living,
capacity, and equity in farm investments; (2) indirect benefits
of increases in profits of nonfarm enterprises; and (3) public
conSisting of increases in settlement. Negative benefits conot small economic losses resulting from inundation or other nonuse of land as required for project construction and operation
z~d. The estimates of irrigation benefits were based on a
ct~on at a level of 215 as compared with a level of 100 for
t, 1910-14. The annual municipal water supply benefits were can~t!e equal to the annual c:pst of the cheapest alternative water
t Could be obtained by the municipalities. The annual flood
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befit was estimated by the Corps of Engineers from data on
by that agency and from project operation informafurnished by the Bureau of Reclamation.

---l......

~~~es compiled

The estimated annual equivalent Federal and non-Federal costs
the principal purposes served by the project consist of the
of (~) the amortized (100 years at 2.5-percent interest) project
ts allocable to such purposes and (2) the annual operation,
I"~~~£ e and replacement costs. The project investments include
ed F~deral and non-Federal construction costs (exclusive of costs
--~~-- incurred for past investigations which have no bearing on the
p of future costs to the benefits that would result there"~~'~~int·····---erest at 2.5 percent during construction, and allowances for
..~umL~ salvage values.

60; r

ent costs

benefits and annual
Annual
benefit
315,800
19,000
8,500

Annual eguivalent cost
Total
Non-Federal
,400
5,700
0
14,300

-1,700

0

-900

0

0

Bene fitcost
ratio
1.9

1.3

7,000
0
0

1.2

000

1 8

Financing of Project Construction, Operation, and Maintenance

61. Project works proposed for Federal construction would be
ced by the Federal Government. Reimbursable construction costs would
epaid in annual installments as hereinafter discussed. Construction
S ot non-Federal works and operation, rr.aintenance, and replacement
of both Federal and non-Federal works would be financed by the
users.

62. Formation of a new water users' organization would be necessary
provide an entity suitable for contracting with the Federal Government
repayment of construction costs and for administering project activi• The water users' organization in turn would contract with various
~~r~.tion and municipal organizations on matters pertaining to the
Joe8t~ and obligations that such organizations would acquire. Legisn m1ght be required in Idaho and Utah to effectuate a satisfactory
USers' organization that could operate in both States •
....am...63 • Irrigators, to the extent of their ability, would repay the
4ft:onstruction costs allocated to irrigation over a 50-year period
0Ir~15 a development period of 5 to 8 years. The development period
&!low time for the irrigators to develop their farms, adjust their
18
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to the larger water supplies, and retire the construction
the non-Federal works. Municipalities would repay Federal concosts allocated to municipal water over a period of not t~ .
l".~""·-·· ears with interest at 2.5 percent.
Repayment of the muru.C150
~llocation
would
start
with
the
first
year in which the status
er
t t construction would permit delivery of the entire quantity of
~ j ~ered by municipal subscription contracts. The allocations to
:ntrol would be nonreimbursable.

64

Repayment analyses for the project necessarily are based on
• d data and therefore are subject to future adjustment. The
~~~e would be affected by changes in estimated project costs, includcosts for construction, operation, maintenance, and replacements.
bange in anticipated subscriptions for project water or in the estiC repayment capacity of the irrigators would likewise affect the
analyses.
As estimated by farm-budget analyses and verified generally by
analyses, irrigators in the project area could repay an
. .~~~ of about ~1.60 an acre-foot of water delivered, or a total of
SOC annually, on the irrigation allocation after allowing for
. .ea21~ irrigation operation, maintenance, and replacement costs for
Federal and non-Federal works. Over a 50-year period the irrigators
repay ~1,175,OOO on their construction allocation of $5,367,000.
~~.I~~.~ties between Preston and Logan would repay the municipal water
ww~a'~.v'u of $481,000 (for 1,000 acre-feet of water) in a period of
s with interest at 2.5 percent. Revenues required to accomplish
repayment and to meet operation, maintenance, and replacement costs
_~eiabl.e to municipal water would amount to about :~18.30 for each acreof water made available to municipal systems. If Logan should sub- -- for municipal water as mentioned in paragraph 41 and thus increase
project cost and the allocation for municipal water, Logan would par1II11J)1Lte with the other municipalities in repaying the entire municipal
allocation within 50 years with interest at 2.5 percent. The parof the irrigation allocation that could not be repaid by the irriga(~,192,OOO) would be nonreimbursable. The flood control allocation
SO,OOO also would be nonreimbursable.
~.&-~c~.land

Reports of Other Federal Agencies

66. The Bureau of Reclamation agrees with the reports and recommenof the National Park Service, Pr:blic Health Service, and Corps
!leers, appended to this report. The Bureau also agrees with much
e information presented in the report of the Fish and Wildlife
,but has important differences in conclusions with respect to the
__ S effects on streamflows and consequently on fish and wildlife

IlJijLOIlI8

!lll!llllilll1Ift~

~
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The Fish and Wildlife Service recommends that a minimum flow

67. nd-feet or the natural flow of the stream, whichever is less,
10.S~~~ned in the Cub River below the Deer Cliff Diversion Dam at the

JIIIll.~ the Cub-Worm Canal. The Service states that such a flow could be
o
d with no reduction in the irrigation supply of the project i f
~~4~~·-storage capacity were provided at the Glendale Reservoir and that
ervation of fishery values would justify the cost of the enlarged
pre S
.
ties at the reserV01r.

~1j,I.oI-

68

The minimum flows recorrmended by the Service are not Hlaintained
In the summer when the flow of Cub River is
t he entire stream, except a small amount of seepage past the dam, is
'_~"IIrT.&.ed into the Cub-Wurm Canal. With the minimum 5 second-foot bypass
in the Bureau's plan, present minimum flows in Cub River would be
~esent conditions.

In order to provide the flows recommended by the Fish and
Service and not interfere vdth t h e projectts irrigation supply,
2 700 acre-feet of additional capacity would be needed at the
. . . .UWIIi~ ......
'
Reservoir, costing roughly ~P2bO,OOO. The Service estimates a
in fishery values on Cub River of $2,300 annually as a result of
project. This loss over a lOO-year period has a present value of
000 or less than one-third of the cost of pr oviding the additional
....M"1Itnir capacity needed to maintain the recomnended flows.

70. A more important difference in viewpoints concerns the effect
the East Cache project on the Bear River Migratory Waterfowl Refuge
the mout h of Bear River. The Fish and Wildlife Service recorrmends
the project not be authorized unless additional storage facilities
constructed to protect the right of the refuge to use 1,000 secondof water from Bear River. vJhile the refuge has a certificate of
from the state of Utah for 1,000 second-feet, its actual use is far
than a continuous flow of that amoL:Ilt. Any Utah water right is
;~~t~Q by State law to the amount of water applied to beneficial use.

71. The Fish and Wildlife Service in 1954 furnished the Bureau
a schedule of the requirements of the refuge for Bear River water.

Bast Cache project has been plarmed so that its operation would not
With the fulfillment of these requirements. The project-caused
e in flow averaging 11 , 600 acre-feet over the 4-month spring
~uld occur when the remaining flows would meet the refuge require• The summer increase c aused by return flow from project lands,
~rA~';
6,700 acre-fect, would come at a time when other available
are often insufficient for the refuge needs and thus would be beneWhen water rights are acquired for the East Cache project, they
t o et~ater in priority tha n those of the waterfowl refuge, and A.C C0 1°de project plan they will cover only the diversion of water not
~-'~--'.' for valid prior rights. On this basis the project would have no
l.On to provide additional storage to protect the refuge.

-- ---b·
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Conclusions
Insufficient irrigation water and inadequate drainage of some
are the principal factors retarding further agricultural and
development of eastern Cache Valleyo The East Cache project
the best means of providing additional water for irrigation.~
drainage facilities would prevent waterlogging'/. of land that
result from increased irrigation and also would improve some land
inadequately drained. The project could provide needed supplemental
water at a cost less than that of any other means of providing
........v . Jr---equivalent supply.

13. The project has engineering feasibility and is justified
No
difficulties are anticipated in organizing project water users,
.........~.~ repiyment contracts, and constructing the project.. Adequate
rights for the project could be obtained in accordance with water
of Idaho and Utah. The project would not interfere with any existdevelopment nor impair any potentialities for further resource develbeyond the scope of the project.

aHlPILI"'"

ally, as e-v-idenced by its benefit-cost ratio of 1 .. 8 to 1.

74. Municipal water costs of the project could be repaid with interat 2.5 percent over a period of 50 years. Irrigators could repay 22
of the irrigation costs over a like period. Although the project
nomically justified, it would require repayment assistance not protor by present Federal reclamation law.
Recomnendations

75. It is recommended that:
(1) The East Cache project report be held in abeyance
until such time as the type of repayment assistance required
by the project is provided by law and the policy of this
Department; and
(2) The report be made available to interested State
and Federal agencies and local interests.

£' ,o..zf~
.
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PREFACE
T;"e preliminar:r appraisal of the effect of the East Cache
. c~ on fish and wildlife resources presented in this report is
s~ upon plans prepared by the Bureau of Reclamation prior to
st 25, 19530

Investigations of the East Cache project included studies of
posed manipulations of the '-later supply of Mink Creek, Worm Creek,

CUb River; the enlargement of Glendale Reservoir; and irrigation
ne,\o( lands.

1 here will be a loss of stream fishery values incident
construction of the project which will outweigh any gains resulting
1

am an improved reservoir fisher,y. storage in Glendale Reservoir
11 cause reduction in flows reaching Bear River Migrator,y Bird
fuge, thus infringing upon the legal right of the Fish and
dlife Service to use up to 1,000 second-feet from the flow of Bear
yer. For this reason, construction of the East Cache project would
appear infeasible.
Acknowledgement is made of the cooperation and assistance given
the Bureau of Reclamation, the IdahO Fish and Game Department,
e Utah Fish and Game Department, and the Utah Cooperative Wildlife
search Unit.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Location
project site lies in Cache Valley in Franklin
and
County, Utah. All lands to be irrigated are
B' ar River bet1fleen Preston, Idaho, and Hyrum, Utah, and
t~eir water supply from tributaries of the Bear River.
MaP, plate I.)
Puroose
!be East Cache pro ject will provide for irrigation and

ter supplY, flood control, and recreation. The project
flows of Mink Creek, Cub River, and \-Jorm Creek, tributaries
River, thus providing full irrigation supplies for 2,440
land supplemental irrigation supplies for 11,110 acres,
acr~-feet of water annually for domestic use to municitween Preston, Idaho, and Smithfield, Utah. (East Cache
, report frontispiece)c
Project Features
General statement
East Cache project will involve enlargement of the
Glendale Reservoir, construction of one diversion dam,
tion or enlargement of approximately 34 miles of
project has been planned on the basis of a 23,000
reservoir, but it is contemplated that a 32,000 acre-foot
may be constructed if justified by actual water subscribed
~ Y.~4\~~~!~ the definite project plan.
This would require
ies in the Mink Creek and East Cache Canals and
larger diversions of Cub River and Mink Creek flows.
of this possible enlargement are not treated in this
Storage facilities
Reservoir is owned and operated by the Prestonon Company. It is located on lnJonn Creek about 4
~f Preston, Idaho, and will be enlarged by construction
~ess ~han 100 yards downstream from the existing dam.
Wlll r~se approximately 132 feet above the streambed
ve an overall length of about 1,480 feet. It will be a
and rock-faced structure. The enlarged reservoir
a1nor.mal storage capacity of 23,000 acre-feet and will
,667 acre-feet of storage at average annual minimum pool.
and& Surface area of about 630 acres at ' normal pool
100 acres at average annual minimum pool elevation.
2
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Diversion and distribution facilities
will be diverted from Mink Creek and Cub River and

wa.t~rrm Creek through the existing Mink Creek Canal and an
~ o~ the Cub-Worm Canal. 'Ihe half-mile section of Worm
the te minus of the Cub-Wonn Canal and the head of the

~~enda.1e Reservoir will be enlarged to provide channel

fi enlarger quantities of water. Water released from the
°:11 floW directly into existing canals and the proposed
'W~anal. As at present, no water will be released from
directly into Worm Creek.

~•• " " I T J L r

1he enlarged Cub-Worm Canal vlill head at the Deer Cliff
+'0 be constructed on Cub River at ~e ~resent site
Cub-~orm Diversion Dam. (Streams and Irrlgatlon Systems,
• ) 'Ihe enlarged canal will have an initial capacity of
~''WU'll-feet.
The East Cache Canal, with an initial capacity of
~t\ncl-feet, will extend south from the new Glendale Dam along the
of Cache Valley to the vicinity of Smithfield, Utah.

. ram

Operation
UDder proposed project operation, surplus hi@l spring

Cub River as well as much of the winter flow of the river
diverted and stored in the enlarged Glendale Resen~oir. In
during an occasional year of heavy precipitation,
spring flows will be diverted from Yank Creek. The
fran Mink Creek, however, will reduce the average annual
that stream by only 200 acre-feet (less than 0.3 second'!be average flow of Cub River, below the Cub-Worm Canal
I8m, will be reduced by approximately 20,000 acre-feet
In the section from tile Cub-Worm Canal heading to the Cub
heading, the planning agency proposes to divert available
to a minimum of 5 second-feet. The average second-foot
the months of November, March, and April will be
from 25 to 7, 21 to 5, and 39 to 5, respectively. In
below the Cub River Canal heading, reductions in flow
from March through July. No additional flows will
lIuOUlmout August and September during which time this section
dry.

Glendale Reservoir will be utilized to store available
the project streams :for regulated summer distribution
t lands.

'lhe enlarged reservoir, like the existing one,
~mum capacity in early June and will be drawn
stage by October. (See plate IV.) The maximum
~tion will be 73 feet, and the average annual fluctuation
eet. It is estimated that the maximum rate of recession
stage Will be about 1 :foot a day during August. Data on
~-'~~~~I of the eXisting and the enlarged Glendale Reservoirs
zed in table 1.

3
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Table l. __ operation data for Glendale Reservoir

-

out
the Project
(feet)
~ IKJIlIICIo.&. high pool

annual maximum pool
annual minimum pool
storage pool

area. (acres)
~.-o,IJIIICI~. high pool

annual maximum pool
annual minimum pool
storage pool

4,952
4,952
4,900
4,900
4,885

4,990
4,987
4,924
4,917

232

630
605

4,868

232

28

100

28

'70

6,100 1/
6,100
300
300

I/
1/

II

streams affected (miles)
hi gh pool
.A """''''Cl'o'1C,1;; annual maximum pool
annual minimum pool
storage pool
streams affected (miles)
high pool
rage annual maximum pool
rage annual minimum pool
storage pool

23,000

20,687
1,667
1,000
1

3/

o

3/

J. 3/

jItN,.r.UICI04

~_ ~1o..L

With
the Pro ect

° "J/
o

°o
°

°o

°°

(miles)
_ ........... high pool

annual maximum pool
""''Iiii'~"I:LIi~

annual minimum pool
storage pool

5·7
5·7
1.3
1.3

8.2
7. 7
3-5

2.8

'WJIIl8.tE~dOilba.sis of- -tfeldobservations, actual capacities may be

~lew]tl8.t.

leSe

smalle r.

by eXisting rese.rvoir.

above existing impoundment.

4
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DESCRIPTION OF THE WATERSHED
Physical Features

•

'Dl structural origin of Cache Valley involves a
e tem which extends north and south and is traceable
SYSthe valley limits. '!he mountains on ei the r side Tesul t
d syncline made up of Paleozoic formations ranging in
b~:Cbrian to Pennsylvanian. During Pleistocene times, all
a below an elevation of 5,200 feet was covered by Cache
: e Bonneville. Deltas, terraces, spits, bars, and
left by the action of ancient Lake Bonneville are still
discernible over much of the East Cache project area •
_4.ft¥~ materials underlying the soils in Cache Valley were
in the lake, and a segregation of soils resulting from the
movement of the lake is evident. Layers of clay, silt,
gravel, hundreds of feet thick, cover the valley floor.
have been recorded to depths of 1,200 feet. In general ,
soils vary from coarse to medium textures on the benches
to fine textures on the lowlands.

Native vegetation on tile land to be irrigated is composed
y of sagebrush. In canyons and on the slopes above the
area no number of species of bIUsh occur, the most abundant
are sagebrush, bitterbrush, serviceberry, chokecherry, and
The climate of the project area is characteristic of that
Intennountain Region with Wide seasonal and daily ranges of
Temperatures recorded in the valley at Logan, Utah,
f ollf)wS : January ave rage J 24. 30 F. j July ave rage, 73.1OF. ;
l02oF.; and the minimum, -25 0 F. The average frost-free
157 days and extends from May 7 to October 11. Precipitaconsiderably lighter in the valley than in the adjacent
Rainfall during June, July, Au gus t, and Septembe r
less than 1 inch per month. Annual precipitation averages
1nches.
'Ihe volume 0 t: water in the streams which will be affected
project varies greatly from season to season and year to year. '
irrigation diversions are made from all the streams, but
segments have continuous flows because of returns from
and contributions from seeps and springs.
Cummercial Features

Sta~Che.Valley is well served with transportation facilities.
~s H~ghways

89 and 91, in addition to several State and
, serve the project lands. 'Ihe Union Pa~ific Rai lroad
5
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ugp Cacbe Valley, and Western Air Lines planes make

~':~s

at Logan, Utah

population of Cacbe Valley is predominantly rural.
eaccording to the 1950 census, bas a population of
~preston Idaho, tbe second largest conmnu~ity in the
a popu1.ation of 4,045. A number of communi ties with a
h8S~ulation of more tban one-quarter of a million are
within a lOO-mile radius of the project site and exe rt
influence on the development of tbe area's resour ces.
'lh

•

'!he economy of Cache Valley is based on agriculture.
•practices are of several different types, varying from inuse of small irrigated tracts to extensive fanning and
raising on the larger holdings. Most of the land is
owned, less than 5 percent being in state or Federal
• Industrial activities within the project area consist
of processing small grains, dairy products, fruits, and
• Cacbe Valley has several flour mills, sugar refineries>
factories, and milk processing plants, including the
Swiss cheese factory in the United Sta tes.
FISHERY SECTION

General Conditions
•

161nbow trout are the most important of the game fisbes

vaters which will be affected by the East Cache project.
Widely distributed in the streams, whereas cutthroat and
brook trout are usually confined to the headwate rs • Nongame
,' . . ..... 4 ......... ng suckers,
chubs, and carp, also inhabit the streams.
desirable fishing areas are readily accessible to
by roads and trails.
Without the Project
Mink Creek

Mink Creek, which lies entirely in Idaho, is a popular
treatn. A good fishery exists in the 3.7-mile segment
the eXisting l\fld nk Creek and Twin Lakes Diversion Dams although
irrigation diversions are made in this segment. A poor
exists from Twin Lakes Diversion Dam to Bear River, a distance
, as this segment does not have a sustained flow of

Size.

6
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Worm Creek
WoItll Creek is the small intermittent stream on which
aes ervoir is located. One mile of Wonn Creek will be
b the reservoir enlargement and the value of this segment
Yin that of the existing reservoir. Above this mile
of another mile Worm Creek will be affected by
flowS from Mink Creek through the existing Mink Creek
Cll.b Ri. ve r
'!he project Qperation will affect the flows of Cub River
approximately 26.7 miles long, extending from the
CUb-Wonn Canal heading (presently known as "Cub Canal
to the Cub River's confluence with Bear River. '!his
ludes two segments with different fishery condi tions-segnent from the Cub-Wonn Canal heading to the Cub River
....~.~c:> and a 19-mile segment below the Cub River Canal
'lhe 7.1-mile segplent of Cub Ri. ver below the Cub-Worm
is a good f i shing area, prOviding excellent fly
during the latter part of the season. 'Ihis portion of
is entirely in Idaho. Several picnic areas have been
'lhe 19-mile segplent below the Cub Hi ver Canal headirg
dewatered during the latter part of the irrigation seasm.
flows are received from drains and springs, but the water
quality and does not sustain a good trout fishery.

~~U6

Glendale Reservoir and enlargement area
~e

fishery in the existing Glendale Reservoir receives
Game fish production is influenced
fluctuations in the water level, abu.."'ldance of rough fish,
sh food production, scarcity of good spawning areas, and
l'Otect1 ve covering in the form of aquatic vegetation.
te utilization.

With the Project
Mink Creek
'lhere '\olill be little change in the streamf'low of Mink
the irrigation season; hO'\olever, during high spring
add1tion~l 200 acre-feet per year will be diverted to
in :Reservoir. Since there will be no appreciable modithe fishery habitat during ~~e critical period, no
antiCipated in the sport fishery value.

7
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'iloIm Creek
~t section of Worm.Cr:ek above,the e~arged Gl:ndale

11 maintain some f~sh~ng.

Dur~ng

penods of

h~gh

wi Creek additional flows will be diverted into Worm

~ existing ~link Creek Canal.

Since the additional
iecre ase the volume of high water without improving the
~rout during low water periods, no perceptible change
.:~ of the Hom Creek fishery is expected.
Cub River
']he decrease in floyl in the segment of Cub River between
Canal and Cub River Canal will greatly reduce the
of aquatic plants and animals and, in general, reduce
__, _~_ty of this segment to sustain a holdover fish populatiDn.
auccessfUl fishing will be dependent upon the stocking of
III-II'U~,U&

Bear River
1be reduction of Cub River streamflow in the spring will
an effect upon the flow of the Bear River between the
r confluence and the Cutler Feservoir headwaters. Although
will not have an effect on the side ponds of the
during years of high runoff, the effect probably will be
years of low runoff. 'Ihe ponds will be directly affected
an appreciably reduced river flow in the spring :~.:1l1 afford
drainage, thereby putting them out of production. At
these ponds are productive of several species of wannfish.
opinion of the Utah Department of Fish a.'1d Game, the
aspect of Bear River streamflows above Cutler Reservoir will
unfavorably augmented by the East Cache project operation.
contributed by the sugar industry will accumUlate during
when little or no flow is present in the Cub River. Moreover,
- .-.....a.tion will occur during a period of hig.l-J. flows in the ~ ar
time at which additional pollution would be felt the least.
the pollution will find influx to the Bear River during
flaw period when the effects will be more adverse.
Glendale Reservoir enlargement area
'!be enlarged Glendale Reservoir is expected to provide
81m11ar to that of the present impoundment. A slight
tein the Siltation rate and an improvement in the quality
r are expected since the water will be delivered
a Concrete chute rather than allowed to cut a channel down

8
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is presently the case.

Shoal areas will be small
No appreciable
COlllposi tion of the flora or fauna is expected.

~sbe a lack of suitable spawning areas.
vi
1D the

~ anticipated increase in local population is expected
1 e increased fishing use of the reservoir. rrhe presence
tinh will continue to complicate the fishery management
~ut fishing can be maintained only by expensive manages which will probably include frequent action to control
t:Lsh and subsequent restocking with trout.

Related Monetary Values
Use of the sport fishery in the foregoing streams and
entails expenditures by fishe nnen. Unde r conditions
qua.l1 ty and fishing use such as are expected to
without the project, related monetary values arising from
,-U\AoIotures are estimated to be $1700 for Mink Creek,
Worm Creek, and $5,400 for Cub River. '!hese are annual
lated to portions of the above streams affected by the
Because of the minor importance of the main-stem fishery
the Cub River confluence and Cutler Reservoir and, during
!1igh streamflow, the inconsequential project effects on the
ring the river, no related monetary values have been
these resources. The estimated annual monetary value rethe fishery in Glendale Reservoir without the project
~e project will not essentially change the quality of
habitat in Mink or Worm Creeks, but that provided by
will be adversely affected and fishing use will decline.
oetary values will also be less, amounting to an
*3,100 annually. For Glendale Reservoir, on the other
""'.'-iIC:u, monetary values based on fishennen f·S expenditures
to $2,100 annually. This increase .will not be due to
improvement in the quality of fishery resource
by the enlarged reservoir. Rather, it will come about
increase in fishing use as a result or a considerable
in local population, stimulated by new lands made available
__~~.vu by the project.
The without- and with-the-project
~tary values are summarized in table 2.

WILDLIFE SECTION
General Conditions

~velopment of the East Cache project will modify wild~ in the reservoir enlargement area on the lands to be
j

r irrigation, and along project streams.

9
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value s related to the s ort fishe

ithout the
Project

Wi th

t.~ e

Project

Loss or

Ga in

$--

$1,700

$1,700

100

lOa

5,400

3,100

-2 , 300

$7,200

$4,900

-$2, 300

$1,000

$2,100

$1,100

$8,200
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0th the commonly associated forbs and grasses comprise
the uncultivated land to be brought under
.~LU~·-W-o~ project ' development, newly irrigated lands are
•
~duce wildlife habitat similar to that found on
to PrtrOated lands in the valley.
(See plate V.) There are
1rNational
g owild11.!.e
+ , re fu ges 1n
°
th e proJec
. tOt
or
S1 e.
n

East Cache project, based on a 23,000 acre-foot
oir will reduce the flow of the Bear River by more
rese~_f~et. This reduction in flow will be reflected
~ion of Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge (located about
~ow Cutler Reservoir), two State-owned areas which
terfolll hunting, and numerous privately owned and managed
va During years of normal spring nmoff} more than
~ter is available for operation of the refuge during the
months. In years of 10v1 runoff there is insufficient
operation requirements even during April, May, and June.
on in the floW of Bear River caused by the project,
during these critical years, will reduce the value
fUSe and adjacent waterfowl habitat. Water requirements
are shown in table 3. Water supplies and water
of the refuge are presented graphically on plate VI.
'!be

Without the Project
Big game
only species of big game.

Deer generally

e brush-covered mountains. They occasionally utilize the
lands, especially when deep snow' and other adverse weather
dri ve them from the higher elevations. Browse species
r enlargement area and on the lands to be irrigated
I cottonwood, and sagebrush.

Upland game
UPland-game species found in the area to be served by
include ring-neCked pheasant, mournins dove, and cottonthese, pheasants are the most important and occur in
i ties throughout the area. Pheasants utilize both the
a~as and the valley bottoms, but are most frequently
rngated fields. Cottontails generally inhabit the sagethe intensively farmed area. In Idaho, the
harvest is regulated by a hunting season while in Utah
40 hunti~goseason or bag limit has been established.
'Yes utl.ll.ze the area for nesting and during migration.
is penni tted for about 2 vleeks during the fall migration
about the middle of August and continues until early
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Fur Animals
Be ver

muskrat, and mink are the fur-animal species of
Muskrats and minks are
the marshes and along the streams wherever there is
~bi tat. Beavers are usually confined to the streams. Fur
tal~en throughout the area, but the harvest fluctuates
~ a.ccordance with prevailing fur prices. In an effort to
~ges to irrigation structures, the Idaho Fish and Game
a.ttempts to remove beavers from the irrigation areas;
these stream segments seem to be continually repopulated.

~porla.nce in the project area.

Waterfowl
'Dle project area has moderate waterfowl utilization.. 'lhe
·used principally by migrating birds, but a few mallards,
and teals nest in the vicinity of Glendale Reservoir,
~ project streams and marshes, and in other sui table areas.
the waterfowl harvest is taken by local sportsmen.
With the Project
Big game
']he enlargement of Glendale Reservoir and the conversion

lands to irrigated fields will destroy the deer winter
of the project area. About 400 acres adjacent to the reservoir
inundated and made unproductive. Development of the project
"~~UQte the meager big-game resources of the affected area.
Upland game
Pheasant, mourning dove) and cottontail habitat will be'
Increased food and
11 be provided by the fence rows and ditch banks created in
Wi th irrigation. Some upland-game habitat wi thin the
the enlarged reservoir will be lost.
by development of the project area.

Fur animals
• Fur-animal habi tat along Cub Rive r will be reduced
of the decreased water supply. Irrigation practices on
ect lands will increase the amount of habitat for muskrats.
1tlate rfow 1

th '!he e~argement of Glendale Reservoir will increase the
e rest~ng al~a available for waterfowl. The i~poundment
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gnificantlY increase the food supply nor provide better
81
'll1us the utilization of the reservoir will be only
s1te s .
increased.
Related Monetary Values
Wildlife resources usually have an impact upon the
and often upon that of areas farther removed from
as do fishery resources. In the case of Wildlife,
values related to the resource and its recreational values
to a great extent upon hunter's expenditures in
with their sport.
Without the project, habitat quality and anticipated as
existing utilization are the basis for an estimate of $100
tor big game, $400 for upland game, $400 for '\olaterfowl,
for fur animals. These all..l1ual values are related to
values of habitat and populations affected by the project.
Since big-game and fUr-animal habitat will be affected
by the project, related aralual monetary values will also
Although upland game and waterfowl will be benefited
in the project area, such benefit would be offset by as
~tenwu~d

losses at Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge and
downstream waterfowl and fur-animal habitats.
reason, the following table, while offering a surmnary of
.anetary values in the project area, cannot be taken at
as representing the total effect of the project on
18lues related to the wildlife resources in the Eear
4.--Annual monetary values related to wildlife
the
ct
100
400
400
1,000

Totals

$1,900

With the
Pro ect
$
800
500
900
$2,200

1/

Loss or
Gain
-$100
400
100
- 100
$300

values do not include the potential losses at the Bear
Migratory Bird Be fUge •
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DISCUSSION
Fishery
lbe economy of the project area is largely dependent UpOL
but with properly developed and managed trout streams
r,y'resources will increase in importance. With project dethe most serious loss to the stream fishery will result
ddi
tional divers ions to be made from Cub Rive r. In an
8
to determine a with-the-project flow that would permit utilif as much water as possible for irrigation and still maintain
o ry minimtml flows were calculated which would pelmi t addiclive~sion of water during most years and would assist in maina 11ve stream below the diversion dam during years of belowflow. It was calculated that an instantaneous minimum by-pass
Cub-Wonn Canal Diversion Dam of 10 second-feet or the entire
floW of the stream, whichever was less, would prove most
• The water studies which established this 10 second-foot
were made by this Service in cooperation with the Bureau of
and the Idaho Game and Fish Department. The Bureau of
made further studies which indicate that releases of only
teet (or less when the normal flow of the stream is less)
Justified monetarily and that releases in greater quantity
ously deplete flows needed by the project. The 10 second, however, could be maintained with no depletion of needed
water if greater storage wel~ available in Glendale
llie preservation of fishery values in Cub Pd.ver would
the cost of enlarged facilities at Glendale Reservoir.
The possibility of plaCing fish screens at the c&~al headprevent the loss of fish was discussed with representatives
Idaho Fish and Game Department J but construction of the screens
seem warranted because of the high cost of installation and
In Utah, the construction of fish screens at water
sites is required by law.
• The Bureau of Reclamation proposes to install concrete
in the Cub-Wonn Canal before its entrance into the reservoir.
will greatly reduce the silt in the water and lessen
ring effects on the fish.
With the enlargement of Glendale Reservoir, rough fish are
8...l1d will seriously compete with
habi tat. A trout fishery can be maintained by periodic
of the roug:.1. fi 8h •

to become more abundant
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Wildlife
of big-game habitat attributable to project
is not great, but it constitutes another step in the
duction of the already scarce winter range. The purchase
re and its reconversion to deer winter range through plantBI.I:~-th·-er habitat deve lopment is already necessary to preserve
ohere in so~e parts of Utah. Expensi ve habitat development
r
wi th the East Cache project, however, does not appear

IiInIllI1eC

50.

Minor los~es to fur animals which are expected to resu1 t
reduced flows 1.n Cub Ili ver could be mitigated by releasing the
as suggested in the Fishery Section.

51.

project development will have little effect on water:fowl
i.JDmediate project areas, but will reduce the total flow of
R1ver belo'" Cutler Reservoir and consequently the flow available
River Migratory Bird Refuge. According to the project plan,
of 8,000 acre-feet will be stored in enlarged Glendale
r ~uring May and 4,700 acre-feet during June.

52.

']he Fish and Wildlife Service has a valid water right for
1,000 second-feet of Bear River flow for Bear River Migratory
Betuge. This right is evidenced by Certificate of Appropriation
rr Priority November 11, 1928. 'lhe water available under this
has been put to beneficial use each year in maintaining the
for the purpose for ''Ihich it was created.

53.

Analysis of East Cache project operation in relation to
records at Collinston Gage from October 1928 to October
(the period of record used in Bureau of Reclamation studies)
that the project would have infringed upon the Service's
right 13 years out of 15- The data are shown in table 5.
extent it would d i vert waters legally the property of the
and Wildlife Service for use on Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge,
ct must be considered infeasible.

511-.

'!he effect of this project upon Bear River Migratory

lefuge represents only a part of the cumulative and serious
Which will result from ultimate full development of water
of Bear River and tributaries for irrigation, power, and
and municipal uses. Plans should be made now to offset
rae effects of these developments by provj.sion for storage
to Supply streamflows to the refuge which will permit its
to continue unimpaired.
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Month and
Year
June 1929
June 1930
May 1931
Oct. 1931
Nov. 1931
Nov. 1932
June 1933
Nov. 1933
Mar. 1934
Apr.

1934

Proposed Storage in
Without ProEosed Storage
Glendale BBBB~Qj~
Average Daily Total Stored Average Daily
Total Fluw
in l z000 A.F.
Flow in c.fts. in l z000 A.F. Flow in c.r~s ,\

55.2
9.3
10,2
12 .. 3
34 6
4404
46.7
43.9
48.7
2S.9
1 .. 7
19.0
42.8
37.5
39.6
40.3
51.8
32.9
51.9
39 )8
15.8
37.4
48 01
53.3
47.9
50 07
4).4
55.3
41

928
157
166
200
582
747
7S5
737
792
485
27
308
719
630
666
678
870
553
845
668
257
608
808
867
780
852
343
930

8.4
1.2
6.0
0.1
0.4
1.4
7. 9
0.9
004
3.5
3.1
0.2
0.4
8.6
0.7
5.7
1.2
5.4
11.4
0.7
13.1
0.1
0.5
10.1

141
20
98
1.6
6.7
23
133
15
6.5
59
50
3.2
G.7
145
11.8
96
20
90
186
11.8
213
1.6
8.4
164
1.6
11.8
101
11.8

Arter Pro~o8ed Storage
Avera.ge Da.ily
Total Flow
Flow in c.r.s.
in 1. 1°00 A.F.

46.8

8.1

402
12.2
34.2
43.0
38.8
43.0
48.3
25.4

May 1934
18.8
Oct. 1934
4204
Nov. 1934
28.9
June 1935
38.9
Nov. 1935
34.6
June 1937
50.6
Nov. 1937
27.5
June 1938
40.5
May 1939
39.1
Nov. 1939
2.7
May 1940
37.3
Oct. 1940
47.6
Nov. 1940
43.2
May 1941
47.8
O. ~1
Oct. 1941
50.0
Nov. 1941
0 .. 7
14.4
c.O
June 1942
54 6
Nov. 1942
0.7
~~
This corresponds to the period of analysis us ed Ln Bureau uf Reclamation project report .
0

787
137
68
198
575
724
652
722
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RECOIvjMENDATIONS
It is recommended-That the East Cache project not be authorized for
construction unless additional storage faciliti e s are
constructed to insure protection of the Service's
water right of 1,000 second-feet of Bear River water.

(2)

'Jhat the follo,\"ing language be incorporated in the
recommendations of the report of the Regional Director
of the Bureau of Reclamation: "':hat additional
detailed studies of fish and wildlife resources affected
by the project be conducted, as necessary, after the
project is authorized, in accordance with Section 2 of
the Act of Augus t 14, 1946 ( 60 Stat. 1080) j and that
such reasonable modifications in the authorized project
facilities be made by the Secretary as he may find
appropriate to preserve and propagate these resources. II
That an instantaneous minimum flow of 10 second-feet or
the natural flow of the stream, whichever is less,
be maintained in Cub River between CUb-Worm Canal
Diversion D~~ and Cub River Canal Diversion Dam
to protect the fiohery resource, and Glendale Reservoir be enlarged sufficiently to store during high
runoff the water required for other project purposes
so that the recommended fishery bypass can be met.

(4)

That Federal lands and project waters in the project
area be open to free use for hunting and fishing
as long as title to the lands and stluctures
remains in the Federal Government, except for
sections reserved for safety, efficient operation,
or protection of public property.

(5)

That leases of Federal land in the project area reserve
the right of free public access for hunting and fishing.

(6)

That the preservation and propagation of fish and ,vildlife resources be included among the purposes for
which the project is to be authorized.
CC:NCLUSIONS

56.

Development of the East Cache project will reduce the
Stream fishery values will
because of manipulations of Cub River flovs, and this loss

ty and quality of fish habitat.
I
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tve

igb increased lake fishery values resultins from

OU
t of existing Glendale Reservoir. However, provision
~ of flow in Cub River, reconnnendation (3), would do

to mitigate the stream fishery loss.

East Cache project will cause slight losses to big game
resources, with minor benefits to upland game and
in the immediate project area.

58.

AnY beneficial effect resulting from the

p~ject

will

than offset by losses of waterfowl and fUr-anLmal

in the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge and other locations
Cutler Dam to the extent adequate flows to such habitat are
Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge is of tremendous
to the National migratory bird management program. Over
dollars has been invested in its purchase and development.
1lU..Lu.t.'-".'"
the waterfowl resource it helps maintain is an iroportactor in the economy and well-being of the people in northUtah.

59. 'lhe Fish and \~ildlife Service water rigpt of 1,000 secondof Bear River water for the maintenance of this refuge should not
impairment as a result of upstream water developments or water
Junior to the Service's priority as evidenced by Certificate
~~OPJ~ation No. 2067 Priority November 11, 1928. The project
ould be considered infeasible insofar as it will infringe
tbat right.
Inasmuch as this report and recommendations are based upon
of Reclamation's plans for development of the East Cache
made prior to August 25, 1953, the Fish and Wildlife Service
be advised of any changes made in the plans so that this
may be modified accordingly.
/s/ John C. Gatlin
John C. Gatlin
Regional Director
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STREAMS AND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
EAST CACHE PROJECT

Glendale Reservoir. Note dead vegetation in bottom of reservoir and lack ot
plant life within the zone of fluctuation. October 6, 1952.

Portion of areas to be irrigated near Franklin, Idaho. New lards to be irrigated
are near the base of the mountain. February 19 1953.
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Memorandum
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To:

Regional Director, Region
Bureau of Reclamation

From:

Assistant Regional Director

Subject:

Project Report, Recrea.tional Use and Development, Glendale
Reservoir, East Cache Project, Idaho-Utah

Pursuant to your request of July 8, 1953 (your file: 4-700)
It is believed
this presents data suitable for inclusion in your forthcoming report.

we are pleasea to provide you with the subject report.

It haa been found that the recreational opportunities created
by the proposed Glendale Reservoir enlargement would be unimportant.

It is believed that the cost of the 11m! ted recreational development
justified at this site would be so namina1 that the requirements for
repayment contracts covering their cost if constructed by the Bureau of
Rec~tion (per Bureau of the Budget Circular A-41) would not warrant
an effort to include them in project cost and benefit ca.lculations.
These facilities probably could be provided economically by local agencies, to the extent desired to meet local needs, operating under sui table
:perm! t from the spons or.

/s/ P. P. Patraw
P. p. Patraw
Assistant Regional Director
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Jntroduction
Authority
The Park, ParKway and Recreation Area Study Act of June 23, 1936,
authorized the National Park Service to cooperate with Federal. agencies
in appraising, planning, and developing recreational resources in the
public interest. This authority has been implemented by an agreement
between the Bureau of Rec~tion and the National Park Service approved
by the Secretary of the Interior on July 28, 1950.
A report on the potential recreational aspects of the proposed
enlarged Glendale Reservoir was requested by memorandum dated July 2,
1953, from the Regional Director, Region 4, Bureau of Reclamation. Conferences 'Were held a.t Salt Lake City, Utah, with Mr. Reid Jerman,
Regional Flanning Engineer, Mr. Paul Sant, Regional Economist and Mr.
J. S. McMaster, Regio:iJ.al Counsel, relative to this and other projects on
July 14, 1953, and at Lo~n, Utah, with Mr. E. K. Thomas, Area Engineer,
and Mr. Bischof, Planning Engineer, on July 15, 1953. In company with
Mr. Bisch~f, ~. R. D. Sias, Chief, River Basin Studies Section, Region
Three, and Mr. A. M. Baclawski, Park landscape Architect, representing the
National Park Service, conducted a reconnaissance of the Glendale Reservoir site on July 15, 1953.
furput1e

The purpose of this report is to present an appraisal of the recreational potential of the proposed enlargement of the Glendale ReservOir, a
uni t of the East Cache project, and to ind:!.cate the type and scope of
recreational developments that would be justified to accommodate and
encourage public use, to esttmate the costs thereof, and to appraise, in
monetary terms, insofar as possible, the benefits which would accrue to the
publiC a6 a result of the recreational phases of reservoir use.
Since it is baaed on current Bureau of Reclamation project proposals,
this report is tenta ti ve and confidential and should not be quoted in whole
or in part without express permission fram the sponsoring agency.

Summary
The National Park Service finds that rather limited recrea.tional
values would be created by the proposed enlargement of the Glendale ReserVOir. Present use of the existing reservoir is pr~ily tor fishing and
related activities, and it is expected that the enlargement will not change
the type of recreational use materially. This use will undoubtedly

BEPORT OF NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

increase but probably will remain intermittent since it is almost entirely
dependent upon the State fish stocking and fish management programs which
TraY produce periods of exceptionally good fishing and, conceivably, periods of no fishing during rough fish removal operations.
The enlar89d reservoir would be accessible to the relatively emaIl
local population over good roads. Its attractions would not draw nonresidents except occasionally during periods of exceptionally good fishing.

The recreational potential of the enlarged reservoir can be realized
to its maximum only if the reservoir remains open and accessible for
incidental public recreational use and suitable recreational facilities
are provided. These need be very limited in scope but should include
rudircentary boat launching sites or ramps, graded roads thereto, cleared
parking areas and minimum picnic facilities.
The proposed reservoir enlargement will not affect any scenic or
recreational values that warrant special attention.
It is not of national significance. No National Park Service area
or interest and no State or other park will be affected by the proposed
impounu.ment.
As far as is mown, no archeologic 1 hist~ric or scie~tific feattxes
of any importance will be affected. ·.The recreational value of the potential reservoir is too minor to require any interpretive services.
It is recommended that after construction is completed, local agencies be encouraged to undertake (under suita.ble permit from the Bureau of
Reclamation) the prOVision of the very limited facilities which would be
desirable for antiCipated local use.
General Description of the Area
Location
The East Cache project lies in the Bear River Basin, utah, and Idaho.
Glendale Reservoir is 10c8 ted in Franklin Couuty J Idaho, on Worm Creek, a
tributary of the Cub River, approximately four miles northeast of Preston,
Idaho. Preston, the trading center of northern Cache Valley, is located
on U. S. Highway 91 about 45 miles south of Pocatello, Idaho, and 28 miles
north of Logan, Utah.
Purpose of Reservoir
The potential enlar89d reservoir will store water, diverted from a.djacent drainage areas tributary to the Bear River, until required for
2
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irrigation. Worm Creek will supply only a smaU amount of the water
impounded. These w. ters are to be re leased to new and existing irrigated
lands \ a.long the foothills on the east side of Cache Valley between
p~Efton ' and Logan.
The following
of Reclanation.

r~servoir

Stage
Top of dam
l'tBximum 'Water
(2.8' surcharge)
Spillway Crest
( uncontrolled spill)
Minimum Pool
(invert elev. outlet
works)

operation data

~~!.2!l-M.S

.L.

~re

supplied by the Bureau

Capaci ty-A.F.

Area-acres

4,999.0

f
f

4,992.8

24,400

652

4,990.0

23,000

632 -

4,917.0

1,000

72

5,800

228 -

-I

Existing Reservoir

I

The reservoir operation chart covers the period of study 1929-1943,
inclusive. In 10 years of the l5-year period storage in the enlarged
reservoir "Tould have reached maximum or near-maximum. ca:pe.clty. If t~.e
chart had been extended to cover the 1920-1952 period, it would show the
reservoir filling in every year from 1920 to 1928 and 1944 to 1952, inclusi ve • Maximum storage is usually reached during the period June 1 July 1 of each year. After this peak is reached, storage would fall rapidly reaching its minimum about October 1 and thereafter increase slowly
until the major spring runoff produces substantial increases usually in
May and June.
Minimum storage (1,000 A.F.) would have been reached in 9 years of
the 15-year 119riod. In no case would the yearly minimum have exceeded
4,000 acre-feet. Water levels would have risen an average of 7.2 feet
during June and fallen an average of 14.3 feet in July, 25.3 feet in
August and 23.2 feet in September, indicating average seasonal fluctuations in water levels of 62.8 feet - average annual fluctuations of 63.6
feet with the median of 73.0 feet.
It is seen, therefore, that the nonml variations in 'Water levele
are not conducive to summer recreational use. Hcmever, the 1,000 A.F.
dead storage pool in conjunction with an active fish management and stocking program may intermittently produce good fishing.
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Physical characteristic,

The existing Glendale Reservoir occupies a narrow valley, the south
and east sides of which are enolosed by steep-sided hills while the
north sida ris.es gently to a low divide between the Worm. and Mink Creek
drainage areas ..
Above the present high water line and below the steep bounding hillsides the land is cultiva.ted. Hay and grain, both dry farm crops, predominate. On the south and east sides (where gentle slopes extend upward)
the upper 11m! ts of the cultivated fields extend somewhat above the maximum water levels of the proposed enlarged reservoir and below this line
where steeper slopes protrude into the valley. The moderate slopes on
the north side of the valley are cultivated, for the most part, far beyond
the proposed reservoir l~its.
The shore of the existing reservoir immediately above maximum water
level is sharply defined by an almost continuous but very narrow strip of
flourishing shrubs and smail trees. Wild roses, sage and other shrubs
form these thickets although clumps of shrubby willows and small cottonwoods occur at frequent intervals. Yellow swet clover and salisfy dominate the wee~ fence rows and odd corners of cultivated. fields. Undisturbed slopes and unimproved areas are well covered by sagebrush growing
in distinct clum:,pe apparently nowhere over two feet in height. Tall trees
are found only around the farmhouses or in the upper limits of the reservoir area adjacent to the streambeds. All of the taller plants except
those at the e~reme up:per end of the proposed impoundment, will apparently be destroyed when the enlarged reservoir is formed.
The soil throughout the reservoir site generally appears suitable for
cultivation. No rock or rocky outcrops were observed, and extensive areas
of sand or gravel were not evident from a cursory examination.
The immediate surroundings of the proposed reservoir are pleasant;
however, they are not distinguishable from the remainder of the foothills
region in which they l1e. The view of the Bear River Range, nearby to the
east, is partially obstructed by intervening hills. The Oxford Mountains
appear on the horizon to the west. There are no particularly outstanding

.

v~w.

A number of

fa~

and other buildings stand in the reservoir site.

The water is sufficiently cold and clear for trout. Its quality is
Baid to be good although it may be unsuited for domestic use without
treatment. It should be entirely satisfactory for general recreation
uses.

4
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Climate
Climatological aata for points in the north Cache Valley are not
1Il!nediately available; however I general conditions at the Logan, Utah,
weather station during the period 1891-1930 probably correspond to those
prevailing at the Glendale· Reservoir site - differences due to the
"
increased elevation (about 200 teet) I more northerly location (27 miles)"
and slightly greater distance from the high mountains would probably be
small.
The period June through August is definitely a dry one with rainfall
averaging .86, .60 and .68 inches for those months. The wet spring culminates with the annual monthly maximum precipitation of 2.06 inches in
Nay. A minor wet period occurs in fall with October's 1.61 inches being
the monthly maximum precipitation. Annual snowfall averages 50.6 inches;
some fall is recorded in all months except June" July, and August. Annual
preCipitation averages 16.32 inches. Sixty-nine days per year have 0.01
inches or more ot precipitation.
Average maximum temperatures in July are only 86.3 0 although 1010 has
been recorded. A July average of 72.2 0 indicates that moderate temperatures usually prevail throughout the summer. Winters are cold; the
January average temperature being 24.00 with minimums down to -250 recorded.
The growing seaaon covers the period of May 12 through October 9, an average of 150 days.
Historical and a.rcheological investigations
Archeologica.l investiga. tions, if any, which may have been made of the
immediate reservoir area by appropriate agencies are not a matter of record
with the National Park Service. National Park Service archeologists are
of the opinion that it is unlikely that a.ny archeological values exist in
the reservoir site, especially inasmuch as much of the area bas already been
inundated.
Present recreational "evaluation of the reservoir site
The present impoundment is primarily used for fishing. This use is
moetly by local residents and is greatest early in June immediately after
the fishing season ·opens. Actual counts of anglers, at that time in 1953,
by :personnel of the Fish and Wildlife Service were as high as 76 fishermen,
39 cars and 17 boats present at one time. Sunday averages during summer
are believed to range between 5 and 7 cars. Non-fishermen, it is believed,
may equal one-third of the number of fishermen.
There ie little indication that the .lake is used for boating or swimming
other than inCidental to fishing tripe nor are signs of picnicking or camping
on i te shoree much in evidence. The extreme drawdowns, lack of a ttrac ti va
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aites along the ahor~, det101en~·:v: o~ 9u1-t~ble beaohes end reoreat.ional
faci1i ties and ' proxfm1 ty of oth~r .-oesa-rvoirs and desirable mounta,in
recreational areas nO 'doubt keeps use of this area to a minimum.
~'nere are. no ,docks, boat launching ramps or other recreational fa.cilities in the reservoir site.
~s

of recreation for which area 1s suited

The enlarged reservoir will ofter inoreased opportunities for fishing
and related aotivities such as boe.t1ng, camping, and picnicking. Although
occasional swimmers will, no doubt, use the lake, it is not likely to
attract many of these.
Faotors Influencing Recreational Developne!lt
Preston, Idaho, with a 1950 population of 4,045 lies 4 to 5 miles
southwest of the reservoir site. It is tne county seat of Franklin County
which has a ' population of 9,867. Logan, Utah, 28 miles south of Preston,
Population 16,832 is the oounty seat of Cache County, population 33,536.
Malad .City, Idaho, population 2,715 is the county seat of Oneida County,
population 4,387. These three counties probably contain most of the
people from "Thich the enlarged Glendale Reservoir would draw its visitors.
However, Hyrum Reservoir, about 8 miles south of Logan in the more
populous south er.d of the valley, appears to have recreational a ttract10ns
sirailar to those a.t Glendale as do Newton, Twin Iakes, Nash and Johnson,
and Oneida Reservoirs., ae we II as other small impoundments in the Cache
Valley. Also, the Bear River, and its tributaries, draw many fishermen.
Thus it appears that most of the local' population can find attractions
similar to those potentially available at Glendale at other nearby sources
and in addition they can find in the mountain settings of the nearby Cache
and Caribou National Forests more pleasant areas for their · recreational
activities.
Access to the reservoir site will be good. U. s. Highway 91, a main
north-south road, passes along the east side of the Cache Valley through
Preston and Logan. Immediately above the junction of Idaho state Road 31
and U. s. 91, north of Preston, a good graveled county road leads eastward into the Worm Creek drainage. This road traverses the entire south
Side of the reservoir site and passes on into the Cub River valley and the
Cache National Forest to the east. A road from Mink Creek crosses the low
divide on the north to enter the reservoir site at apprOximately its midpoint and swings around the easterly end of the existing reservoir to join
the main county road. Tentative plans call for the relocation of these
roads to areas above proposed maximum reservoir elevations. No definite
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alignments have been determined but it seems probable that good access
to the enlarged reservoir will be assured.
Estimate of Recreational Need and Use
Undoubtedly there is need ot additional opportunities for the enjo,yreent of water sports near the population centers of the Cache Valley.
However, the extreme fluctuations in water levels of the proposed
cnlar~d Glendale Reservoir probably will not permit satisfYing those
needs except in that it can offer increased opportunities for fishing.
This use will probably be almost entire ly local day-use. However,
should there be times when the fishing is unusually good, visitors from
oth~r counties and occasional tourists may visit the reservoir.
Same
boating enthusiasts and a few bathers may also use th3 la.ke. Except,
incidental to a fishing trip, camping can hardly be expected. However,
some picnic parties will visit the area, especially if treee becomJ established along the shore and a few facilities are provided.
Recommended Recreational Development
It is doubtful that more than nominal recrentional facilities could
be justified. A few rudimentary boat launching rampe or sitee nnd appurtenant facilities should be ~dequate to satiefy all needs foreseeable in
the immcdinte future. Th~ee would be desirable (1) near the dam, immediatGly off the relocated county rQ~d from Preeton; (2) near the mid-point
of the enlar88d reservoir on its south shore; and (3) on th0 north side
~1ong the ro~d entering from the north.
The finnl locations would be controlled by the a lignment of the relocated county roads. Lioitcd picnic
fncilities would be desirable wherever trees b~coma estnblish0d - proferably neur nnd above the dam.
It is recommended thnt consideration be given to providing the following recreational facilities:
Graded

roads and parking spaces,
graded boat l~unching ranps, leading to various
water levele,
Ltmited picnic facilities,
Some tree plo.nting,
Pit toilets,
Signs, indicating nearby potable water supplies,
A clecred and graded bathing area (in the event need for
such beconee evident),
If possible, · access ronds, launching rnops, parking areae
and turn-arounds should be graveled.
~cceee

Rud~entary

7
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Land Acquisition

Definite inforcntion on land acquisition for the reservoir right-ofway is not available. It has been indicated by the Buro~u of Reclan~tion
nnd assured in this study that the taking line will be determined by the
ten-foot contour a.bove IJnx1r.lw high. wnter ·~s establishing minitlur.1 horizont~l distances from oaxi~J high water to property lines.
It nppe~rs
that this will result in an ample width of reservoir right-of-way e~st ~f
the south (left) abutoent of the dan nnd at other points desirable for
recreational use. In that case the reservoir right-of-way would probably
serve recrea.tional needs o.dequn.tely. However, should the relocated roads
traverse the basin beyond these limits provision should be nade for access
to the ahere at Buitable points. Public access to and movemont along thd
reservoir shore should be assured.
Esttrnnted Cost of Development
The construction of turn-outs to existing and proposed ronds peraccess to water levels at vnrious elevations or bont launching
sites or ramps, turn~unds and graded or cleared car parking spaces
should be considered incidental to the road construction made necesscry
by required relocation. A portion of tha nccess facilities wvuld prcbably be requisite to project operntion nnd maintenance and even perhaps to
construction. Since the most desirable site for the recreational development appears to be near the dan, it would appear thnt basic fncilities at
this point w0uld come within tha definition of "necessary ndjuncts to the
constructicn of the Federal projGct" as laid down in Bureau of tha Bu,iget
Circular A-47, and the costs therecf be alloc~ted to the major purp0ee for
which the project is constructed. Existing ruads which will be inund·~ted
by the enlarged reservoirs should be incorporr-ted into the system prGviding access to the water nt varying elevativna.
~itting

The cost of providing the other recommended rGcrenti o~~l facilities
is s o noninnl that under present Bureau of the Bud§8t directiveo requiring
a sponsor and repayment of the costs of recr~nti c nul f~cilit1es built by
the Bureau vf Reclncatiun on projects where recreat1~nnl values are of leas
than nntional significance the effort nnd expense vf socuring sponsors and
necessary contracts f0r rep~yment would be greater than it is bolluVGd
would be justified - assuming that it could be ~ccG~plished in connection
with this minor iopoundnent. It is, therefore, suggested thnt nc nttempt
be ~~de to include the cost of these recreational fncilities in project
costs. After the dn.m is constructed, loco,l service nlubs and other organizations can be encouraged to furnish facilities to accoooodata anticip~ted
l ocnl use as a public service. On this basis it is estin~ted that renson·
~bly adequate facilities could be provided by loco,l or~nizations for
npproxinately $5,700.

8
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Assuming that nominal faci11t1ee are provided by local organizations
to meet local recreational needs, current methods of determining a monetary equivalent of the recreational benefits which could stem from the
provision of such facilities and from joint use of the reservoir for
recreation indicate an annual monetary equivalent of gross recreational
benefits o-r $1,500. Assuming a 100-year useful life for the reservoir,
the monetary equivalent of the gross recreational benefits would be
$55,000.
The above figures represent the judgment of the National Park Service
as to a reasonable and conservative valuation of the benefits accruing to
the public as a result of the project. It is necessarily conjectural as
it deals with many intangibles that are difficult to evaluate and involves
an attempt to foresee conditions that mayor may not materialize.
Agency for Administration, Operation and Maintenance
Only in the event that local interest in more extensive recreational
development or better c~trol of the fish and wildlife resources beco~s
e.l1~n~ obou..l.d ~ot.lsjderation be given to making arrangements for administration of the area by some qualified local agency or group. The maintenance of minor recreational facilities upon lands administered by the
Bureau of Reclamation under suitable permit should be the responsibility
of the developing or~nization.
Recommended Further Study and Planning
In the event some organization or organizations become interested in
undertaking nominal recreational developments to meet local needs, at
least general development plans and, to such extent a.s deemed appropriate
in the circumstances, reasonably detailed plans should be presented to the
project sponsor for clearance under the terms of requisite uee-permits.
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STATEMENTS OF PUBLIC HEALTH SEHVICE
FEDEBAL SECURITY AGENCY
Be gional Office

March

27, 1953

Pub~ic Health Service
California & Great Basin
Drainage Basins Office
441 Federal Office Bui~ding
San Francisco 2, California

Mr. Reid Jerman

Regional Pla!lll.1ng Engineer
Bureau of Reclamation
u. S. Department of Interior
Post Office Box 360
Salt Lake City 10, utah

Subject:

East Cache Project
Idaho - utah

Dear Mr. Jerman :
In accordance with your request of December 2, 1952, and the understandings reached at a conference held in your offices on January 6, 1953,
we are providing for your consideration comments of the utah and Idaho
State Departments of Health and of this office on the sanitation aspects
of your proposed East Cache project. The mosquito vector aspects of the
project are being evaluated by the Water Projects Section of the Communicable Disease Center of our Service and a report thereon will be forwarded
to you soon.
Comments on Waste Disposal and Water Supply Aspects
In view of the very l1m1 ted babi tation of watershed 1.a.nde above
Glendale Reservoir and the storage provided by the reservoir it is believed
that water leaving the reservoir would be of satisfactory sanitary quality
for irrigation use. You will note from Mr. Thatcher IS enclosed letter that
arrangements have been completed for a sampling program on existing canals
in Utah and Idaho (aleo at inlet to and outlet from Glendale Reservoir).
Though the laboratory results of this sampling program. are not now available
they can be provided to you, through Mr. Thatcher t e office, as they are
obtained.
Because the project would not lower the present min~um flows in the
streams below Glendale Reservoir nor in the canale presently in use, no
detr~ental effects are anticipated by reason of the project in connection
with disposal of municipal 'w astes.

STATEMEN'!S OF PUBI.·IC. HEALTH SERVICE
we are f'orwar~ng here'With ~.~ .t~pee1r~c .comments of Mr. Thatcher
1Ill". Clare which. we believe you::·.will find of. value. These comments
out: (1) t~ neeessi ty tor relocation of a portion of the domestic

-:nt
::dale

potar suPPly line ' from Bergquist Spring to the City of Preston, Idaho,
,. use this line would be }le.rt1B.llJ submerged by the enlargement of
;aeeervoir, (2) the possibility of coneumma.t~g certain exchange
eme.nts with towns both in Idaho and Utah whereby public water supply
~tems would benefit from the project, (3) possible 'adverse effects of
tb8 project on the spring souroe of water supply used by the Eastside
vater company of Preston, Idaho and the &pring supply of the Whitney..ehville , Idaho water systems, and (4) the importance of providing control over pollution of canal waters by waste discharges from private homes
alcms the courses of the irrigation canals.
In the event that recreational facilities are provided at Glendale
Blservoir as camping, boating, fishing, and swimming, it is recommended
that the Idaho Department of Public Health be consulted in the pla.rming
.tages for a.ny such facilities so that the necessary sanitary precautions
rill be taken, in conformance with state regulatiOns and control.s, to
provide satisfactory disposal of sewage and other ~tes and a eafe drinking water supply for any recreational developments.
We appreCiate the consideration given by your Regional Office to
plblic health and sanitation aspects of projects such as this, and we hope
these comments from the state and federal public health agencies will be
helpful. in the development of your pre1iminary authorizing report.
Sincerely yours,

/e /

F. E. DeMartini

F. E. De}.Brt ini
Officer in Charge

Inclosures
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I
of Idanu
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Box 640
Boise
S'lb.""GC

March 12, 1953

• E. DeMartini, Officer in Charge
Calitornla & Grea t Bas in Drainage Bas ine Office
PUblic Health Service
......1 Federal Office Building
San Francisco 2, California

A survey of the public health aspects of the proposed East Cache
project in Franklin County has been completed by Mr. Vaughn Anderson,
public health engineer, with this dePlrtment.
Preliminary plans for the East Cache project as proposed by the
United States Bureau of Reclamation indicate that the major consideration
for this project ....rould be the enlargement of the Glendale Reservoir and
~

enlargement of the present canal or the construction of a new canal

along the east side of Cache Valley. The canal would originate in the
ricin! ty of the Glendale Reservoir and run generally southward into Utah.
~ present Glendale Reservoir is located approximately three miles northeast of the city of Preston.

It is our understanding that the project would not lower the present
II1n1mum flows in the natural strea.me or canals presently at use in the
area. On the basis of maintaining present minimum flows in streams, it is
anticipated that no stream pollution problems would be created or increased
in carrying out the proposed project.
The city of Preston obtains its water from Bergquist Spring. The
transmission line from the spring to the city passes along the south shores
or the present Glendale Reservoir. This line is 12-inch lO-gage steel with
an average cover of li feet of earth. The exact area that would be covered
~he proposed enlargement of the Reservoir was not known by this office,
baa ver, enlargement of the reservoir could be expected to submerge approxJJe te~y 10,000 feet of the transmission main.
It would, therefore, be
recessary to relocate the line at a higher elevation around the proposed
••!e~oir in such a manner that the present flow rates are not adversely
~4ected.

I
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The Eastside Water Company at Preston obtains its water from a spring
located immediately below the earth-filled dam' that forms the Glendale
Reservoir. Changes in location or size ot this dam may adversely a~fect
or completely destroy this source of water supply, and in such caee, it
'Would oe necessary to ,o bta1n a . supplemental or completely new source of
'Water for this public supply.' This dept.rtment has no records concerning
the , ~uantity of ,'w ater used by the company. Howver, it serves domestic
tar to approx1ma te ly 100 persons.

w.

The proposed new canal would pass near or through a spring area used
as a source of water supply by the Whitney-Nashville Water System. The
location of the canal through or near the spring area could adversely
affect the quality and quantity of this source. This system serves approximately 250 persons.
The proposed canal would cross a number of domestic water transmission
lines, including a 6-inch steel line supp1ying the Fairview Water District,
and three lines supplying the village of Frank1in. The transmission lines
for this Villa~e consist of one 6-tnch cast iron, one 6-inch cement asbestos, and one 2-rinch galvanized.

It has been brought to our attention that domestic water systems in
this area may obtain additional water by filing on the stored water that
will be in excess of 'p resent storage and exchanging the stored water for
spring water that may be more suitable for danestic purposes. Difficulty
was experienced in obtaining accurate data on existing vater rights for
the public domestic systems in this area. However, it is believed that
such an exchange may be considered desirable tor a number of water systeJDS
including the system operated by the city of Preston, the villages of
Frankl1n and Mink Crec·k, the Whitney-Nashville Water Canpany, the Eastside
Wa ter Company, and the Fairview Water District.
No attempt was made to evaluate mosquito or other vector problems
that may possibly arise after the project is canpJeted.

Very truly yours,

/s/ H. C. Clare
H. C. Clare
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UTAH S'D\m DEPARTMDT OF HEALTH

Salt .Ia.ke City
March 16, 1953

Mr. F. E. DeMartini
Officer in Charge
California & Great Basin Drainage Basins Office
441 Federal Office Building
San Francisco 2, California
Dear Mr. DeMartini:

The East Cache project of the Bureau of' Reclamation will develop additional storage on Worm Creek in Idaho, and through this increased storage
will provide irrigation w. ter to farm lands in Idaho and Utah.
It is anticipated that same exchange agreements will be consummated
ultime.tely with towns in Cache County, Utah, to permit diversion of larger
quanti ties of culinary water from high mountain sources now in partial use
by the towns, in return for East Cache project water which will be traded
to farmers for their present interest in these culinary sources. Thus,
water developed under the proposed new project will not be a source of
domestic supply, but will be expected to meet quality standards which may
be established for irrigation water.
Arran~ments have been completed for a sampling pro~ on existing
canals in utah and Idaho to determine present quality of irrigation wters.
Information thus obtained will serve as a guide to possible future pollu~
tion control activities relating to the East Cache project.

It is anticipated that continuous supervision will be necessary to
control potential pollution of canals by waste discharges from. private
homes and by waste materials oftentimes dumped into we.ter courses by individuals. In this connection it should be noted that one of' the proposed
canale will flow in close proximity to a residential area of Richmond,
Utah, which probably will aggravate the difficulty of' rigidly controlling
polluting influences.
It is hoped that utah's new water pollution control legislation will
prove equal to the task of such control.
Very truly

yours~

STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEAl1I!E

/s/ Lynn M. Thatcher
Lynn M. Thatcher, CoordinatQt"
Sanitation and Hospital Servtces

DEPARTMENT ~.
HFALTII, EDUCA'f!ON, '~~l) WELFARE
Public Health Service - CommUnicable Disease Center

Atlanta, Georgia

A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION REPORT OF MOSQUITO PROBLF.M3 ASSOCIATED
WITH THE PROPOSED EAST CACHE RECIAmTION PRO,"1ECT, BEAR RIVER,
GREAT BASIN, UTAH

August 1953

Prepare d by

Wa ter Projects Section
Salt Lake City, Utah

August 1953
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INTRODUCTION
The proposed East Cache project is located partlY in Cache County in
northern Utah and partlY in Franklin County :in southeastern Idaho. The
project area is situated along the east bench of Cache Valley between
Smithfield, Utah and Preston, Idaho.
The project is designed for irrigation and municipal water supply.
Secondar.y benefits include recreation and wildlife conservation.
Irrigation features of the project include enlargement of the present
Glendale Reservoir on ltV-orm Creek in Idaho, increasing the storage capacity
from 5,800 to 23,000 acre-feet; and construction of the East Cache Canal
from the Glendale Reservoir south to Smithfield, Utah, a distance of 27
miles. The project will..furnish water to 2,880 acres of land not now
irrigated and will provide supplemental water to 12,170 acres pre~8nt~
irrigated.
A ~Jstem of open drainage ditches proposed for the project is designed
to prevent water logging of cultivated lands by intercepting canal seepage
and i~ste irrigation water applied to higher lands. Water picked up by
these drains will empty into canals for use on lower lands or into natural
drainageways flowing into Bear River.
A municipal and domestic water supply for the Logan, Utah area will
be available from Logan River through a double exchange involving water
from the HYrum Reservoir and Blacksmith Fork River. Additional domestic
supplies will be available to the smaller communities in the project area.
Plans for recreational facilities at the reservoir site are indefinite
at present, but the National Park Service is working up a recommendation.
Project lands lie on delta, alluvial, and lake bottom deposits laid
down along the east shore of ext:inct Lake Bonneville. Elevation of the
Glendale Reservoir is 4,990 feet above sea level, while the irrigable lands
are at elevations between 4,460 and 5,200 feet. Most of the irrigated land
is situated on alluvial and footslope deposits extending from the Bear
River range of the Wasatch Mountains west to Bear River.
The surface of project lands is predominately smooth with a general
slope of 2 to 8 percento The alluvial and footslope deposits are well
drained because of the permeable soils and good natural drainageo In the
lowlands, however, particular~ along the Bear and Cub Rivers, and in other
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areas where the highly impervioutj lacustrine clay depOB1~s are at 01' npo.r
the ground surface, there are extensive marsh areas in wbich irrigation
runoff and seepage water accumulates.
The climate of the project area is of temperate, semiarid character.
The average annual precipitation at Logan (elevation 4,700 feet) is 16.5
inches, of which an average of' 7.0 inches occurs during the growing sesson. The irrigation season extends from May 1 through October 15. Temperatures are suffiCiently 'Warm to permit mosquito breeding in the area from
May to late September.

Preston, Idaho with a population of 4,045 is at the extreme north end
of the project while Smithfield, Utah with a population of 2,383 1s at the
sou.th end of the Glendale Division. Other communi ties in or near the project area include Richmond, Utah (1,091); Cove, utah (350); ~w1ston, utah
(1,533); Providence ' (1,055); and Fra.nklin:,. Idaho (590) '~ L.o gen, .utah 'with a
population 01' :'16;800 is approximately 6 miles .aouth of . the Gle:'ldale Division
and immediately :acljacent. to :. the::.nort.end' .o f'..~tha. Blacksmith Division.
MCSQUITO PROBLEM)

m

THE ABEA PRIOR TO PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Field studies were carried out from August 3 to August 6, 1953 for
the collection of larval samples and biting adults. Larvae were collected
from undrained paeturelanda flooded by canal or ground water seepage, roadside borrow pits, cattle tracks, and small poole formed by irrigation ditch
overflow. Collections of biting adults were made at the same locations
where larval samples were collected. The attached table gives a complete
summary 'of both adult and larval collections.
Glendale Reservoir
The Glendale Reservoir area is well drained and no mosquito breeding
was observed around the existing reservoir or in the immediate viCinity.
Cultivated Fields
No mosquito breeding was observed on cultivated fields, but standing
we. ter suffic ient for the production of moe qui toes is often present on pastures immediately adjacent to cultiva.ted fields.

-Pastu"t"e lands
.Pasture lands occur mainly in the lower reaches of the project where
hea.vy clay soils predominate j however J some pastures occur at higher locations interspersed among cultivated fields. In general, conditione in the
pastures were fo~~d to be very suitable for the production of large numbers
of mosquitoes. Marshy areas and surface pools resulting from ground water
aee:pe.ge, canal seepage, and waste water were sampled at various locations
and consid.erable populations of larvae were found (see tabulation).
2
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Ma3QUITO IARVAE AND BITmG ADtJIHS ~OLIEC~ ON OR ~

EAST CACHE PROJECT IN ~ACBE" ?ALlEY
August 3-7, 1953
o~
Ii NUmber
adults '
m

Number of larvae
_n::~l" d~"O

-

;q
~

0
CD

S tat ion
n umber

1.

3.
6.

7.

9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
15.
16.

~
(1)

Descrimion of station

Undrained pasture near Bear
River bridge on State Highway 218
Undrained pasture 1 mile west
of Smithfield on State Highway 218
Partially drained pasture 1
mile west of Richmond, Utah
Undrained pasture halfway
bet-ween .Richmond and Sm! thfield and 2 miles vest of
U.8. Highway 91
Undrained pasture 1 mile east
of Cove, Utah
Pool in pasture flooded by irrigation ditch tm1le east of
Franklin, Idaho
Pool in riverbottam 1 mile east
of lewiston, Utah
Paa ture flooded by canal seepage
t mile east of lewiston, Utah
Undrained pasture ~mile weet of
Smart Mtn.
Undrained pasture 2 miles south
of Preston, Idaho '
Roadside borrow pit 1 mile northwest of Franklin, Idaho
Total
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3
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m
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The most annoying mosquito ' spe,~ies enoountered were ~ dorsa·U e

and Aedes nigrcmaculis •. 'large numbers · ~f adults were present in . several

~stures. The most pre.v alent species .found breeding on the . ~oject ·~.re
~ tarsalis, Aedes ' d'qW..lli. and. ~.! . vexallS. The ·number· .of . larvae per
dip in. the ,var,l ous areas . sampled ra,n'jze'cl·- ~om 1 to '150

Several. . '3~c'1e8 fO'\.4lC breeding" ciJ'\' tbf. project are ··.iliportant ·. trom the
standpOint of mosqui .b~rne .dise~ses. ~'C-ulex ' tarsalia is consi~red to be
the pr,1m8.r~.. 8.P.ac'lea ·in,v.o lved·'·;.1 n ~~'·: ·- t;-ansmission of encephalitis and otner
species ' ~ound~ : such.: ae ':A,e!des dorsal:is;: Aedes nigromacu11s., Aedes vexans a~d
Culiseta inurna·t a· are' :'known~ to be a.ble to transmit encephal1 tis in laboratory experiments.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF MCEQUITOES IN THE AREA

Mosquito Borne Diseases
The most ~portant mosquito-borne disea.se in this region is encepha11 tis. In the past ten years 7 human cases and 62 horse cases have been
reported in Cache County, utah with 4 human deaths and 22 horse . .deaths '
occurring. Most of the infections in horses occurred in 1943 when there
were 9 reported deaths out of 30 reported cases. Distribution of the
reported cases over the ten-year period is given in the following tabulation:
Hu-mans*
Year

Cases

Deaths

1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

0
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
1

0
0

30

0
0

1
1
0

3
0
8
8
2

0

0

1
1

0
7

1

Cases

4

Horses**
Deaths
9
1
2
0

4
2
2
0
0
2

* Reported by utah State Health Department.
** Reported by U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Animal Industry
Since the primary encephalitis vector, ~ tarsa.lis} is common in
the region, all precautions should be taken to prevent future outbreaks of
encephalitis in the area. The most fea.sible prevention program known for
this disease is the employment of measures that will minimize mosqu1 to
production.
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STATEMENTS OF PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
Noxious Population!
Moequitoe's are 8 recognized' pe&"'6 of man and enima:le. In add'! ~ion to
their public health aspects, they cause man to res,t rict his activities due
to their nuisance factor, and they are of suff. n~!tlnt annoyance to animals
to ca.us~ nervousness resulting in loss of weight and. reduced production.
ANTICIPATED EFFECT OF PROJECT UPON MCSQUITO 'PRODUCTION
~ndale

Reservoir

Topography of the Glendale Reservoir area is rather steep with little
or no underbrush. Elevation ot the proposed reservoir will be 4,990 feet
above sea level. Because a clear shore line is expected to result, it is
antiCipated that little or no mosquito breeding will occur in this area.
Melting of winter snows to form small pools suitable for mosquito habitats
is not expected to present a problem.
Cultivated Lande
Little or no mosquito breeding is expected to develop on cultivated
fields. Although application of irrigation water to project lands will be
tncreasea from 18,000 to 35,000 acre-feet, waterlogging of cultivated
fields 1s expected to be averted by the project proposals to (1) construct
a proposed dratnage system, and (2) effect a more uniform application of
w,ater throughout the irrigation season.
Pastu-re lands
The project is expected to reduce the intensity of mosquito production on those J;e.sturee which may be drained by the proposed interceptor
draine located along the toe of the footslopes. These drains are specifically designed to prevent waterlogging of the cultivated landa, and any
benefits they extend to J;e.eture lands will be incidental. They are expected to drain only a small portion of the 800 to 1,000 acres of pastureland in the project, these being l'S-stures that are interspersed among the
cultivated fields. It is difficult to predict whether or not the proposed
drains will bring about any reduction in the volume of ground we. tar seepage
on the l~er lying pastures for which no direct and absolute drainage is
planned. At the present time it is not known whether these low lying areas
are subjected to ground water emerging from the alluvial stratum overlying
the lacustrine clay layer or whether the seepage comes from the artesian
acquifer underlying the lacustrine clay (see attached sketch numbered
598-400-6 showing a typical cross section of the surface structure in the
project area). On those areas where seepa~ is produced from the overlying
stratum, some reduction of seepage onto the lower pastures is eJq>ected to
result since the proposed drains are designed to penetrate through the
overlying alluvial stra.tum into the highly impervious lacustl"ine clay layer
along which the ground water flows.
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STATEMI$'JS OF :FlJl3LIO HEALTH SERVICE

An add! tional proposal of the project pJ.a.n which may bring about a
reduction in the amount of groand w.ter emerging "ion low lying pasture
lands will be the :more uniform e.pplica~ion of water throughout the irrigation season. . In: ~he pat?t it has been the practice to indiscriminately
apply high spring. and e~r 1y summer runoff .t q higher lands for the sole
Purpose of inc~~a.sing the under~ound. ~ter supply under farm lands.
This practl.~e is. ·cons.i·~e·red to be , an '· ,1mpOrtant source of seepage emerging
onto mosq·\l.1. t·o · .p~ubing I8stures. · EriJ.e.rgement of the Glendale Reservoir
Will provia.A storage which will ~ke 'Water available to farm lands as
needed through~~. the irrigatian : seasori, and is expected ·to eliminate the
practice of flooding for ground storage purposes. If this change in procedure of ap:plying water reduces intlow to the ground 'Water supply, emerging flows on the lower pasture lands may be similarly reduced, thereby
resulting in less flooding of the pastures by seepage. A reduction in
mosquito habitats can be expected where this occurs.
The project plan proposes to empty irrigation waste water and drainage water into natural drainageways, some of which have poarly defined
channels. Quite often these natural channels meander through com:paratively
level areas and when filled to overflow capaCity, the excess water floods
the adjacent pastures and creates mosquito habitats. The Bureau of Reclamation reports t hat the clearance of any such channels will be undertaken
as a feature of the project construction.
PREVENTION AND CONTROL

Glendale Reservoir
(a) Clearing. The clearing of all significant trees and shrub growth
along the margin of the Glendale Reservoir, as proposed by the Bureau of
Reclamation, will tend to prevent the creation of mosquito producing habitate. (b) Dra1na@. Material for use in the Glendale Dam construction
will come, in part, from borrow pits. Some of these will be within the
area which will be inundated following impoundment. Borrow pits outside
the :permanent pool areas should be constructed so as to be self draining.
Pro,lec t lands
(a) Seepage. According to the proposed plan, the East Cache Canal
will consist mainly of unlined earth sections. Where soU and geological
conditions are favorable for the development of see:page areas, a lining
would help prevent the creation of mosquito breeding habitats. This applies
to laterals and ditches as well as to the main canal, and is particularly
true where the canal or ditch crosses a built-up earth till section. (b)
Drainage. Straightening and deepening of natural drainage'WaYS through certain :pastures would be effective in draining mosquito breeding marshes which
reeult from water spreading out where the drainageway takes a meandering
course through level stretches of pasture land.
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Whenever possible, drains proposed for the cultivated areas should
be eo ~~ted ~hat they will be of the greatest possible benefit in
illter~pt~::~h 811,..p~, ce and underground flows contributing to flooding
of !If' cI:tures:.
IITll.@ ti'on ;ni~.~b

(a) ..Land iPre,pe:r.ation. land leveling to enhance surface drainage on
the heavy clay ·$o.ils ' would be effective in reducing mosquito habitats
where depressions occur or where natural slopes have been cut off from
natural drainageways to form ponds.
layout of irrigation systems should be patterned a~er approved proced~s in order to ~educe deep percolation and excessive surface runoff.
(b) Water Management. Adoption of good irrigation practices whereby
application of water to cultivated fields is based on crop requirements
rather than availability of water would reduce the amo~t of exceS3 water
reaching the lower pastures. This applies not only to cultivated fields
but also to pasture 'l ands where excess irrigation water is often directed
whenever it is available.
Waste irrigation water frequently drains onto the lower areas either
directly or through underground seepage. Confining such waste water to
well defined channels of sufficient capacity to prevent its spreading out
onto flat and poorly drained pastures would largely eliminate mosquito
breeding resulting from... ·t his source. Positive outlets · for each individual farm is a necessary part of this control measure.
In the area west of U. S. Highway 91 between 8m! thfield and Richmond,
Utah approximately 60 artesian wells, same flowing from pipes up to 3
inches in diameter, furnish water for cattle pastures in the area. Most
of the wells flow continuously and large areas of comparatively flat pasture land are kept flooded by this practice. Regulation of the flow from
these wells or confinement of the discharge in a definite channel would
largely eliminate m?squito breeding from this source.
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF MOSQUITO PROBLEltS

Under preproject conditions, the prinCipal mosquito problem exist1~
in the area is the production of vector speCies on the marshy pasture
lands in or immediately adjacent to the project areb. Ir: igation water
applied to the porous alluvial soils in ,the higher reaches of the project
Percolates into the soil and flows undergrqund to the lower reaches of the
Project which predOminate in heavy impel/ious clay soils. Accumulations
of 'Water on the surf~ce of these low-lying undrained area~ has resulted 'J n
the ~evelopment of considerable marshlands, some 'o f which ~re wet thr~8Pout
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the mosquito breeding

88'a801"1.
'l 'heee are,se a.ppeaL· "t ...;; 00 the chief sou.roe.e
of culex tarsalia, Aedes nigromacul1e 'l.tld ~ . 'i 0raalis •. Ade qua te
drainage of these pe.st~ee woUld" elim1r16te the ' tttoequ'i to ·p'.C'oblem to a
great extent. The proposed development :dOa'8 rlot include provisions for
draining these Plsture lande; however, ~xtensive drains are proposed to
prevent waterlogging of the cultivated lands above the marshlands and the
effects of these interceptor dra.1na nre expected to extend to a emil
portion of the pasture area.

In view of . the past record of encephalitis among humans and horses
in the Cache County area over the past ten years, cOupled with the fact
tha. t Culex tarsalia were found to be common mosquitoes in the area, 1t 1s
conclude.d tba t a potential encephal1 tis hazard exists. The hazard might
increase if additioml breeding sites are allowed to develop, or if breeding in present sitee is prolonged into late summer.
C(ECLUSIONS .
(1) It is necesea.ry ,·t hat . guidance and consultation be provided the
Bureau Of Reclamation on the solution of mosquito production problems
which might develop on this project. This can best be accomplished
through the efforts of competent field per8~el assigned to work with
the agencies concerned a'':t the prope~ time.; In order to accomplish this,
the Bureau of Reclamation sho~ld ke~p ' the Public Health Service advised
of construction schedules.
.

(2) In designing a drainage system to prevent the waterlogging of
cultivated fields, adequate consideration should be given to the possibility of locating 'drains most strategically so they will not only serve
the primary purpose of drainage cultivated fields but so they will a1eo be
most effective in intercepting flows of sUrface waste water and underground water· whiph may otherw1s~ find its 'way to the pasture lands.
(3) Natural . drainageways receiving waste water should be straightened and enl.a.rged. to provide adequate capacity for carrying··anticipated
flows in order to prevent flooding of pasture lands ·through which they
p~·ss.

(4) It is recommended that efforts be made to enoourage irrigators
to utilize fmproved practices of water management, especially the use of
water in relation to crop demand arid the proPer d1epo8a;l of irrigation
waste water.
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REPORT OF THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
23 April 1953
SUBJECT:

Flood-control Benefits Creditable to East Cache Project
Proposed by U. S. Bureau of Reclamation in Utah and Idaho

1. General.--This memorandum contains a preliminary evaluation of
preproject flood damages in the area susceptible to flood protection by
the subject project, together with an estimate of the flood-control benefits creditable to the project if operated as briefly outlined herein.
On the basis of a rough initial analysis, it was clearly determined that
the proposed project would afford no signific~t flood protection in any
areas except on Cub River below the proposed diversion dam for the Cub
River-Worm Creek feeder canal described in the following paragraph.
Accordingly, the scope of this memorandum is limited to flood protection
on Cub River. The evaluated dam~ges and benefits are based on very meager
data and therefore should be considered as tentative and subject to possible revision.
2. Project description.--The East Cache project proposed by the
Bureau of Reclamation would involve diversion, storage, and distribution
facilities in the area comprising Cub River and Mink Creek located along
the east side of Bear River and extending south from Preston, Idaho, to
Smithfield, Utah. The project would provide a full water supply to
2,440 acres of new lands and a supplemental supply to 11,110 acres of
presently irrigated lands. Water for the project would be obtained from
Mink Creek, Worm Creek, and Cub River, the latter being the principal
source. Project features would include the enlargement of the Glendale
Reservoir on Worm Creek from its present capacity of 5,400 acre-feet of
an active capacity of 22,000 acre-feet, and the enlargement of the Cub
River-Worm Creek feeder canal from its present capacity of about 100
second-feet to a capacity of 380 second-feet. The diversion facilities
for the above-described canal would be located a short distance below
the stream gage known as Cub River ncar Preston. No enlargement of the
Mink Creek feeder canal from its present capacity of 25 second-feot is
contemplated. The Glendale Reservoir in addition to providing needed
regulation of water for irrigation and domestic purposes would also be
operated to control damaging floods on Cub River insofar as possible
without adversely affecting conservation storage.

3. HydrologY,--3tream-flow records are available at the Cub River
gage near Preston for the period 1940 through 1952, Significant floods
are predominantly of snow-melt origin on the river. Available records
on Cub River indi.ate the probable frequency of flood flows to be about
as follows at the gage near Preston:

REPORT OF 'mE CORPS JF ENGINEERS

Probable av~rage
occurrence interval
(years)

Mean daily flow
(c.f,s.)

400
570
620
750

l
5
10
50

The area subject to damage is Wholly agricultural, so protection against
floods likely to occur more often than about once in 50 years is considered to be adequate on Cub River. A design-flood hydrograph for the
reservoir operation, derived from a composite of the principal floods of
record adjusted to an estimated 50-year peak and volume is shown on
plate II.
4.

Preproject flood damage.--Flood damage on Cub River mainly
channel erosion and flooding of agricultural lands immedi~tely
adjacent to the stream. Available data indicates that significant damage
begins in the area at about 400 c.f.s. A field survey was made of' flood
damages resulting from the 1952 flood and a f1ow-damage relation curve
was constructed as shown on plate III. On the basis of the abovedescribed damage-frequency data an annual damage curve was developed as
shown on plate IV. The total average annual damages, direct and indirect,
under preproject conditions based on anticipated future prices and economic
development in the Cub River area are estimated to be about $12,000 per
year.
inv~lves

5. Reservoir-operating criteria.--The tentative flood-control operation established for this analysis is predicated on variable reservations
based on the contemporary flood hazard as indiqated by the current snowpack and other pertinent watershed conditions. Essentially the operation
would consist of diversions of Cub Creek flows in excess of the nondarnaging flows (400 C.F.S.) to Glendale Reservoir via the enl~rgGd Cub RiverWorm Creek (project capacity 380 c.f,s.). Since the flood pattern indicates no appreciable flood hazard prior to 1 April the flood-control
operation would begin on that date each year and would be ba sed on the
storage-reservation curve shown on plate I in accordance with the following criteria:
a. At least 10,000 acre-feet of the proposed 22,000 acre-feet
of capacity in Glendale Reservoir would be vacant on 1 April each year
for flood-control use if required.
b. Immediate adjustment of the required vacant space would be
permissible on 1 April as indicated by the reservation curve on plate I
together with the current snow-course survey data.
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c. Subsequent to 1 April the required flood-storage reserve
indicated on plate I can be continually decreased by the amount of
"accumulated flood-flow diversions made to prevent damaging stages on
Cub River since 1 April, provid~d that such adjustme~t must be diminished
by the accumulated amount of any precipitation occurring above the normal
during the same period.
d. Subsequent to 15 ~ay the reservoir could be filled without
regard to the indicated flood control reservation when watershed conditions indicate that the season run-bff is in the recession phase and that
danger of flooding is substantially past, provided that the current flow
of Cub River at the gage near Preston is not in e~ess of 500 C.f.s.

5. According to information obtained from a water-supply study of
the period 1940 to 1952 made by the Bureau of Reclamation, the fbregoing
flood control operation would not perceptibly interfere with the operation
of the reserVoir for irrigation or otherwiss impair its use for conservation purpoSes.

6. Flood-pontrol ben~fits.--The foregoing operation would eliminate
about 85 percent of the tiood damage above Maple Creek and about 60 percent of that below Maple Creek. The relation of preventable damage to
flow is indicated on plates III and IV. On the basis ~f these data, the
average annual flood damages would be reduced by about $8,500 per year
which would be creditable as a benefit to the proposed project, leaving
a residual damage of about $3,500 per year.

7. Conclusions.--It is concluded from the above study that the proposed flood control project would be capable of providing flood-control
benefits of $8,500 per year without impairment of other project functions
if operated in accordance with the criteria outlined in this memorandum.
PLATES
I

Flood storage Reservation Curves

II

Design-Flood Hydrograph

III

Flow-Damage Curves

IV

Annual Damage Curves
PLANNING BRANCH
ENGINEEHING DIVIS ION
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